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Abstract
This article investigates injury through an exploration of four dance-theatre pieces – a trilogy of 
works: Sissy! (2009), The Sissy’s Progress (2015) and Shoot the Sissy (2016), plus a closing perfor-
mance, Death and the Sissy (2017). The author, who is also the creator and main performer of the 
above-mentioned performances, takes a queer approach to injury and uses his personal, lived expe-
rience as a queer subject – a self-defined and self-declared Sissy – as a point of departure. Instances 
of injury on stage are the focus of the analysis, which asks whether it is possible or, indeed, desirable 
to move on and away from this condition. 

Keywords
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Winning does not tempt that man.
This is how he grows: by being defeated, decisively,
by constantly greater beings.

                                                   (Rilke in Bly, 1980, p. 113)

Rather than a final word on injury, this article is processual, interrogative and exploratory. In 
looking at harm, I examine the damage done to the physical body. I extend my gaze beyond the 
realm of the body by considering injury as an ontological condition. In other words, I look at it as 
a form of oppression. This article – like my most of my work – stems from the personal. In that 
sense, my lived experience of this condition will guide the discussion. I explore the injury done 
to my body and how the threat or realisation of injury has rendered my life as a visibly queer 
subject less “livable” than those of others – to borrow a term from Judith Butler (2004).

In taking a queer approach to the subject, my aim is to reach beyond the negative frame-
works of vulnerability. I therefore ponder if there may be potential to yield productive results from 
injury. In doing so, I am careful not to romanticise its harmful effects on the lives of queer 
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subjects, who, like myself, have been kept “in their place” for fear of loss, disenfranchisement 
and death. My body of work, created under the guise of Sissy,1 serves as my source material. This 
includes Where Four Roads Meet: Death and the Sissy (2017)2 as well as the trilogy leading up to it.

Violent violet
It was the 17th of July 2017. I remember it well because of the repetition of sevens, my favourite 
number. The time also stuck in my head. It was 5pm – or 17.00 hours. 17 hours on the 17th of the 
7th of 17. I was on my way home from a department store where I had purchased a pair of violet 
high-heeled shoes. Stiletto heels, as a matter of fact. Sharp as knives. Violet.

I eventually found a seat on the train when, from the corner of my eye, I saw a young man 
walking in my direction. It was then that I committed the fateful error of looking up. I met his gaze, 
and this triggered the attack. “What are you looking at?” he started to shout, his face a few inches 
from mine. He waved a plastic bottle in a threatening manner and threw homophobic insults at 
me; words I would not care to repeat. A young woman walked onto the train a few stops later. Her 
name was Ellie. She, a random stranger, intervened. She stopped what was swiftly escalating 
into a violent, physical attack. The reason I know this was about to turn into a physical assault is 
simple: I have been in this situation before. Violet shoes. Violent utterances. None of the people 
on that train carriage were brave enough to help me before Ellie appeared. They were passive 
bystanders to this act of abuse. Was Ellie an angel?

The summer of 2017 was also the period of development of Death and the Sissy, a 
dance-theatre performance piece created as a send-off for Sissy. By that point, I had had enough 
of staring into violence, dispossession, fear and vulnerability. I had dedicated the best part of ten 
years to these themes. I had produced three performance pieces in response to it. The purpose of 
Death and the Sissy was to take stock, to move on, to find new ideas, to venture into pastures new. 
This performance, a one-off event, was conceived to mark the end of Sissy. As such, it looked at 
death, legacy, archive. It explored what needs to be left behind in order to move forwards.

My desire to kill Sissy came about for a plethora of reasons. I could no longer stare into the 
abyss of violence. The burden of carrying this cross had become too heavy. I couldn’t bear the brunt 
of an identity constructed on precarity any longer. Furthermore, the injuries sustained as a result 
of my extensive investigation of violence had left marks on my body. Whereas the scars were only 
visible on my physical body, they could clearly be felt on my mind, too. It was time to move on. 

This is what finally sparked the idea of an ending: the realisation that the physical and 
mental baggage accumulated throughout the years of researching Sissy had become too cum-
bersome. The props, costumes, dresses, high-heeled shoes, makeup, perfumes, notes, memories 

1 Sissy is a term I have harnessed, through the strategy of “reverse discourse” (Foucault, 1998 [1976], p. 101) to 
describe my own position in the queer, gender, political spectrum. Through the guise of Sissy, I have investigated, 
among other things, effeminacy, gender dynamics, gender politics and social violence.

2 From here on, I refer to Where Four Roads Meet: Death and the Sissy simply as Death and the Sissy.
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were taking too much space in my wardrobe and in my head. I wanted to rid myself of them and 
their associated weight. I wanted them gone from my life, from my house. I needed the space they 
had been occupying in my wardrobe and on my mind for something fresh to come in.

I began to ask myself if a life outside violence was even possible. I was so done with the 
whole Sissy project that I even wanted to burn the costumes I had accumulated over the years. I 
was fed up even with the word “sissy”, hence my choice of the title Where Four Roads Meet, to 
which I only later added Death and the Sissy.3

Injurious acts 
Death and the Sissy became a dance-theatre performance on the subject of death. It is the fourth 
and concluding piece to what I now see as a trilogy of Sissy performances. It is the dénouement 
of the whole Sissy project; the final act, the finale, the swan song. In investigating death, I created 
the conditions to delve into my personal relationship with injury, sustained both on- and off-stage. 
In each of these performance pieces, at least one instance of injury occurred live on stage. This is 
significant given the fact that they were all excuses to investigate this very thing they occasioned: 
injury. In studio and on stage, I have been both victim and perpetrator of injury at separate times. 
I have even been both target and culprit, subject and object, simultaneously. I have therefore 
caused injury on another body, caused it on my own body, suffered injury done by others and 
escaped the threat of injury. Having experienced its multiple facets has afforded me a depth of 
knowledge.

Prologue
Leading up to my urge to organise a sending-off ceremonial-performance for Sissy, there had 
been a trilogy of works: Sissy! (2009), The Sissy’s Progress (2015) and Shoot the Sissy (2016). 
Each of these three pieces represents an artistic rumination on my precarious condition as a 
queer subject in the world. The trilogy accounts for nearly a decade of my creative life, stem-
ming from one single incident: a violent homophobic attack I suffered in 2005 on the street where 
I live. In hindsight, I see that the whole Sissy oeuvre has been my response to Butler’s claim that, as 
a queer subject, I had a responsibility to respond to injury as it has touched me on such a personal 
level. 

Social minorities, Butler (2004, p. 20) suggests, are communally “subjected to violence, ex-
posed to its possibility, if not to its realization”. As a visibly effeminate queer male, my daily lived expe-
rience of violence has allowed me allegiance to this community of speakers. The possibility (or realisa-
tion) of violence has afforded me the creation of what Sally Munt (2007) has termed “horizontal 

3 In the end, I opted for the title Where Four Roads Meet: Death and the Sissy for this performance. Since then, how-
ever, I have come to refer to it simply as Death and the Sissy as this expresses the ideas and sentiment of the piece 
more adequately.
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bonds” with other queer subjects.4 These “horizontal bonds” are firmly rooted in a desire to gain 
rights of protection. The desire to gain such rights, in turn, is “constituted politically in part by 
virtue of the social vulnerability of our bodies – as a site of publicity at once assertive and exposed” 
(Butler, 2004, p. 20). 

In determining queer bodies as both assertive and exposed, a dynamic paradox is re-
vealed. The queer social body is recast as simultaneously vulnerable and protected, weak and 
strong. In other words, it is allowed to exist outside and beyond discourses of victimhood. That 
is, it is a body empowered by its recognition, acceptance and pride in difference. The potent 
duality of this social body – assertive and exposed – has been central in the dramaturgy of my 
work, especially when grappling with the issue at hand: injury.

In trying to make sense of my precarious condition as a queer subject, particularly the 
vulnerability of my body, I have given primacy to an exploration of the body itself. At times, this 
has been done by simply putting my body in front of an audience.

Act I: Sissy!
At what is possibly the emotional climax of Sissy!, I stand up on a table. I go on to throw myself off 
the table. My dance-partner, Bino Sauitzvy, catches me before I hit the ground. I get up on the table 
again, throw myself off it once more and Bino catches me again. This cycle repeats at the same 
time that it increases in speed and in intensity. By the end of it, the movement becomes frantic 
and violent. 

Needless to say, we both knew exactly what we were doing. We are both trained dancers. 
The rigorous process of repetition in rehearsal, however, lulled us into a false sense of security 
resulting in an accident onstage. The falling sequence was a difficult set of steps to execute. It was 
exhausting. That was its point. There was always a nagging sense of fear in the background that 
something might go wrong despite our meticulous rehearsals. One day, during a live performance, 
something did indeed go wrong. Towards the end of that movement, fatigued and full of adrena-
line, I hit my knobbly knee against Bino’s brow. It’s the sound I remember most – of bone crashing 
against bone. As I would soon find out, you get so much blood when you cut the brow. His blood 
trickled down his face and down his chest.

We managed to finish the performance before rushing to hospital, blood still running 
down my dance partner’s face. Bino got some stitches and a scar to show for it. So in looking at 
injury, I ended up causing injury. Most people in the audience that evening thought this violent 
collision of body parts was in fact a planned part of the performance. It wasn’t. I myself only 
realised the gravity of what had just happened when the usher bolted up in her seat, standing up 

4 For Munt (2007, p. 04), “horizontal bonds” are productive in the way they “can be transmitted into collective de-
sires to claim a political presence and a legitimate self, that new sense of identity can forge ahead and gain rights 
of protection”.
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immediately clutching a first-aid kit in her hands with firm intent. In Sissy!, through a sharp colli-
sion of body parts, I caused injury to another body. 

Act II: The Sissy’s Progress
The Sissy’s Progress was the second in the trilogy. It was the most direct artistic response to the 
homophobic attack I have referred to above. All three sissy performances have been, in their own 
way, responses to that same incident. The Sissy’s Progress, however, confronts the attack head on 
by actually visiting the site where it took place. It does so with a booming brass band in tow.5

The performance starts in the theatre before moving onto the streets. There is a series of 
collisions taking place here too: between the different languages, codes and aesthetics belonging, 
on the one hand, to more traditional theatre and, on the other hand, to the genre of walking perfor-
mances. One could argue that there is an incongruity between the physical space of the theatre in 
its cosy comfort and the physical space of the street: a discombobulating dissonance. There is, one 
could even argue, an invasion or a disturbance of the public space created by the performance. The 
two worlds collide against each other; violently sometimes. 

In taking to the streets, The Sissy’s Progress did precisely what I wanted it to do. It framed 
the daily violence suffered by queer subjects; a violence that often remains invisible to those who 
are not its main targets. In that sense, there was an imperative for the performance to take place on 
the streets, where injury happens. I invariably had looks, abuse and even projectiles thrown at me 
when taking this performance outdoors. I performed the piece at Toynbee Studios in London three 
times. At all three performances, there was a man who would throw a can of energy drink from his 
bedroom window. At the end of one of these performances, an audience member presented me 
with one of these cans, telling me that it had been thrown in my direction. It was bent completely 
out of shape, showing the sheer force with which it had hit the ground. Luckily, it didn’t hit me. 

I kept this can with my costumes and props for a long time before eventually deciding to 
throw it out in the bin. In getting rid of it, I wondered why I had kept it for so long. Was it a trophy, a 
medal rewarding me for having survived? Was it a reminder of the existential threat inherent in the 
queer condition? Here too I discovered that looking at injury is injurious. The can of energy drink 
exposed me to the possibility of injury. It represented, materially, the threat of violence.

Act III: Shoot the Sissy
The final piece in the Sissy trilogy, Shoot the Sissy, is structured around a series of shootings as I 
invite a member of the audience to throw things at my body. I was inspired to take action following 
the Orlando shootings. “What can I, as a queer subject who has been touched by violence, do about 
the violence that touches others? If one of us is touched, we are all touched”: this was my mantra. 

5 For a more detailed account of The Sissy’s Progress, see Messias (2016) and Messias (2018).
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There are quite literal collisions at play here. My body is pelted with flour, juggling balls, 
glitter eggs, water balloons and tomatoes, among other things. I felt discomfort in placing my-
self in the position of the target just as I felt discomfort in placing members of the audience in 
the position of the aggressor, even if that position was represented rather than real. No actual 
injury, however, was ever caused by this exchange between performer (me) and audience. 

For the final shooting, we only hear a bang. I wanted to create a staged or theatricalised 
version of a gunshot. So we hear the bang and I go on to empty the contents of a red body spray 
can on my chest. The problem here is that I had never rehearsed with the actual spray prior to the 
opening night. So, when doing it for real, I held the can too close to my body for too long. I ended 
up in hospital and had to perform the following evenings with a huge bandage over a burn. I still 
have the scar to show for it. Looking at injury caused me an injury. In the days that followed, I 
remember waking up in the middle of the night with something oozing out of my chest. It was as 
if my heart was melting out of my body. I did that to myself. This was a self-inflicted wound. In this 
instance, I was both target and perpetrator, subject and object of injury in the same act.

Epilogue: Death and the Sissy
As well as a dance-theatre performance, Death and the Sissy was also an excuse to reflect on in-
jury: the injury sustained as a result of the three preceding performances, often during the very 
act of performance. Death, present in name in the title of this piece, remained at the forefront 
of my mind throughout its development. Is death the ultimate end result of injury or can it be 
avoided?

The idea of creating a ceremonial funeral for Sissy emerged out of my desire to move 
away from violence, loss and injury, themes that had been so present in the Sissy trilogy. Death 
and the Sissy, in other words, was a self-reflective exercise on injury. By staging death, I was re-
flecting on Sissy’s legacy, on what is left behind. At the same time, I was publicly exposing the 
marks that had been left – physically – on my body as a result of my experience with injury. Ulti-
mately, I had had enough of violence, in both body and mind, and I was ready to put it to rest.

Contrary to my expectations, killing Sissy turned out to be more difficult than imagined. In 
other words, detaching from Sissy has become a multi-layered, lengthy process rather than a one-
off event with a clean ending. The impulse to kill Sissy originated from an attempt to redefine my 
own subjectivity – away from violence, injury and loss. In redefining my own subjectivity, I was after 
a new name. Sissy did not fit me anymore. But before effectively killing Sissy, I had to pause in order 
to ask myself if I even had the right to do so in the first place. Rose Braidotti (1991, p. 122) has argued 
that “in order to announce the death of a subject, one must first have gained the right to speak as 
one”. “One cannot destruct a subjectivity one has never been fully granted,”6 she concludes (ibid.). 

6 “One cannot diffuse a sexuality which has historically been defined as dark and mysterious” (Braidotti, 1991, p. 
122).
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In joining Braidotti, I am mindful not to overlook the fact that my relationship to my 
bio-cultural body as a man – albeit an effeminate one – differs in its socio-symbolic meaning to 
hers as a woman. I take my condition as a queer subject, in other words, my precarity, as a sign 
of alliance to her cause. My attempt, therefore, is to develop new ways of thinking about mascu-
linity rather than colonising women’s speech and representation. Rather than appropriating the 
experience of women with their bodies, I am invested in exploring the misalignment of my own 
effeminate body7 and, through that exploration, weaken and destabilise the notion of masculinity 
as a monolith. It is my intention to allow my sissy, effeminate body to remain forever mismatched, 
ill-fitting and blurred. My intention is to assert my right to wear the things that have been denied me 
(makeup, high-heeled shoes, dresses, etc.) outside the frameworks of precarity, vulnerability and 
the constant threat of violence. My desire is also to live in the body I choose to live, i.e. an effem-
inate one, outside the discourses that require it to be corrected. In other words, what I deny is the 
imperative that either my body or my gender needs to be corrected in order to make them match 
and that the refusal to comply will leave me with a battered body. That is precisely the point of 
Sissy. The question then becomes: Is it necessary to kill Sissy? Is an existence outside vulnerability, 
fear and loss possible?

The get out: Dismantling the show
In all works of art, performance included, there is a gap between the initial intention for the work 
and what eventually emerges from the creative process. With Death and the Sissy, it has been no 
different. My original concept was to tell this story – of injury – which is not only my story but 
also the story of others around me. Fundamentally, I wanted to stage death as a public demon-
stration of grief, to ask the question of whose lives are grievable and whose lives are not. Or, 
as Athena Athanasiou (Butler and Athanasiou, 2013, p. 135) put it, to “imagine and recognize a 
viable life and a mournable death”. Instead of finding a neat ending, I was left with a series of new 
questions.

It was now the 18th of July 2017, the day after the verbal attack on the tube. In need of some 
respite from it all, I took myself to my favourite gallery in London, Tate Britain. As well as respite, 
I also needed inspiration. Perhaps I wanted to lick my wounds or maybe I just needed to take my 
mind off the event of the previous day: the violet shoes, the violent act. This act of injury served as 
an eye-opener. It made me realise, with a heavy heart, that my work as a Sissy was not yet done. If 
it had been completed, then what job did violence have in turning up in my life like this again? 

At the Tate, Derek Jarman’s last film, Blue, was being screened in a dark room. This felt 

7 When talking about the misalignment of my effeminate body, I mean the misalignment between sex and gender, 
between my male body and my effeminate representation of gender. I am careful to use the term “effeminate”, 
rather than “feminine”, in order to stress the mismatch. Effeminacy, as I understand it, is an approximation of 
femininity, a state that embraces failure by saying: “I can neither do masculinity nor femininity right. My gender 
expression is inadequate and I wish it to remain thus.”
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serendipitous somehow. With violet so firmly on my mind, another colour would be intriguing. Blue 
is a film about loss. It is Jarman’s attempt to face his own mortality, to take stock, to expose the 
pain, hurt and exclusion he suffered. The soundtrack, superimposed to a monochrome screen, 
deals with the director’s terminal illness as well as the mental, physical and emotional strains 
caused by it. I was myself facing the end of Sissy, organising a performance-funeral. The parallels 
were plain to see.8 Jarman’s work is concerned with the struggles of homosexual identity. He 
speaks from the position of the queer subject: disenfranchised, dispossessed, deprived, dominat-
ed. In resisting oppression, I realised I needed to mourn. “What we call resistance,” says Butler 
(Butler and Athanasiou, 2013, p. 111), “is actually this sustained duality of being exposed to injury 
and, at the same time, refusing and resisting.” The dynamic tension between corporeal vulnerabil-
ity and resistance remains unresolved. “The problem,” Butler points out (ibid., p. 115), “arises only 
when the discourse of victimization precludes the possibility of effective political organizing and 
resistance to the cause of injury.” Mourning, for me, represented an acceptance of this paradox: 
being exposed to injury and, at the same time, refusing and resisting. My task, it seemed, was to 
remain on the path that led me to the possibility of “effective political organizing”, to use the words 
of Butler, to carve an existence outside “the discourses of victimization”.

Jarman often makes use of religious imagery in his films, something that preempted 
what I was about to encounter next.

In the neighbouring gallery, I came across a large-scale marble sculpture by Jacob Ep-
stein. Jacob and the Angel is an interpretation of the story from Genesis:

And Jacob was left alone. And a man wrestled with him until the breaking of the day. When the 
man saw that he did not prevail against Jacob, he touched his hip socket, and Jacob’s hip was put 
out of joint as he wrestled with him. Then he said, “Let me go, for the day has broken.” But Jacob 
said, “I will not let you go unless you bless me.” And he said to him, “What is your name?” And he 
said, “Jacob.” Then he said, “Your name shall no longer be called Jacob, but Israel, for you have 
striven with God and with men, and have prevailed.” Then Jacob asked him, “Please tell me your 
name.” But he said, “Why is it that you ask my name?” And there he blessed him. So Jacob called 
the name of the place Peniel, saying, “For I have seen God face to face, and yet my life has been 
delivered.” The sun rose upon him as he passed Peniel, limping because of his hip (Genesis 
32:22–32).9

Epstein uses the story from the Genesis as an allegory. Jacob, his namesake, represents the art-
ist. The angel, on the other hand, is a metaphor for the artist’s materials: Jacob grapples with the 

8 The parallels I refer to here are of an existential and artistic nature for myself and for Sissy. Unlike Jarman, the na-
ture of my investigation of loss is not centred around the damaging effects of HIV/AIDS. In reaffirming “horizontal 
bonds” with Jarman, my attempt is to reposition myself in the minority community of artists/subjects who have 
lived under the duress of fear and oppression.

9 New International Version.
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angel, the artist grapples with his materials. The sculpture forced me to consider my own work: 
was violence my material? The identity of Jacob’s assailant is ambiguous. Whereas some suggest 
he is an angel, others believe him to be a man. In assuming Epstein’s position, could Sissy be the 
angel (or the man) I had been grappling with? “Man”, of course, can stand here for masculinity, 
hegemony, maleness, power. The assailant refuses to be named.

Does Death and the Sissy signal the break of dawn? Would I need to be renamed before 
I am let go? The new name marks the end of the fight. Sissy, I realise, my name of a decade now, 
is still present in the title of the funeral piece. I am clearly reluctant – or perhaps not ready – to 
let it go. If Death and the Sissy marks the break of day, should it not thereby signal a break in con-
sciousness? That clearly had not happened. What do I need to become aware of before I am ready 
to move on? 

My engaging with Epstein seemed to suggest to my mind that the light of dawn is in the 
renaming. This is about subjectivity, identity politics, self-determination. I created Sissy. I chose 
the name. Sissy is me. In choosing to move on, I feel I have earned the right to a new name, to a 
new game, to a new show. Like Jacob, I am also left with an injury. Whereas Jacob is left limping 
because of his hip, I bear a scar on my chest. It is indelibly there for all to see.

In remembering Braidotti’s words, I feel strength in my knowledge that I have indeed 
gained the right to speak as a Sissy. My extensive research and my lived experience as one have 
given me this right. In announcing the death of this subject, I performatively declare closure. 
This is the final curtain on injury. I am mindful, at the same time, that not all my collisions with 
the subject have been negative. I have four dance-theatre pieces, extensive accompanying tours, 
a series of writings and insightful knowledge on the subject to account for. I also have all those 
dresses, shoes, makeup, perfumes and memories, of course. One day, when I am ready, they will 
all go.

Returning to Butler (2004, p. xii), “to be injured,” she has claimed, “means that one has 
the chance to reflect upon injury, to find out the mechanisms of its distribution, to find out who 
else suffers from […] unexpected violence, dispossession, and fear, and in what ways.” In this 
self-searching process of examining injury, I have tried to remain attentive to the ways in which 
I have myself been the agent (as well as the target) of injury. “We are at once acted upon and 
acting, and our ‘responsibility’ lies in the juncture between the two. What can I do with the conditions 
that form me? What do they constrain me to do? What can I do to transform them?” (ibid., p. 16).

Performance work has been my tool of transformation. Through performance, I have ex-
plored ways to ameliorate the conditions that have made me who I am. Having been subjected to 
the violence of others has allowed me to establish bonds with other corporeally vulnerable subjects. 
“Only once we have suffered that violence,” Butler (ibid.) reminds us, “are we compelled, ethically, 
to ask how we will respond to violent injury […] will we be furthering or impeding violence by vir-
tue of the response we make?” Having caused and suffered harm at my own hands, I have asked 
myself if my duty is indeed to stop. But how?
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I have no definite answer to this question. What I do have is more questions instead. My 
trilogy of sissy performances represent my struggle in trying to resolve the conundrum. The 
performative funeral, as a finale, is a reflection on this struggle. It is also a truce, a ceasefire, a way 
to say I have had enough, that I can no longer fight, that the struggle was real and that it was 
taking a toll on my body. I am partially responsible for some of the injuries I have sustained in 
the process. I am also aware that I have injured Bino. Like Sisyphus, I feel my task is never-ending. 
Perhaps a new name is not necessary after all: 

What we choose to fight is so tiny!
What fights with us is so great!
If only we would let ourselves be dominated
as things do by some immense storm,
we would become strong too, and not need names.

 (Rilke in Bly, 1980, p. 112)

Conclusion
To conclude, I am conscious of what lies ahead. The work lies in resistance, in remaining engaged. 
The Sissy oeuvre has been an exercise in engaging with questions such as whose lives matter and 
whose do not matter as lives. Death and the Sissy has been my way to “give bodily presence to de-
mand ‘never again’” (Butler and Athanasiou, 2013, p. 143). The question I am left grappling with is 
whether injury itself becomes essential to identity under certain political frameworks. “There is 
a difference,” advises Butler (ibid., p. 87), “between calling for recognition of oppression in order 
to overcome oppression and calling for a recognition of identity that now becomes defined by 
its injury.” The sense here is that of feeling trapped in the cage of injury, of having no escape, 
no choice, no life outside its frameworks. The problem with being defined by injury, Butler con-
cludes, “is that it inscribes injury into identity and makes that into a presupposition of political 
self-representation” (ibid.). The task, for me, then becomes to find ways to exist outside and be-
yond such conditions. That way, injury could potentially be recast as a force to be overcome.

Is the solution therefore to try to place political focus less on the identity and more on the 
struggles and conditions of social oppression to be overcome? It has to do, I feel, with claiming 
rights of bodily integrity, keeping in mind that my body is not only mine but also a broader social 
body, connected with other living beings.

As I finish writing this article, I put my violet shoes on. They are violet, my favourite colour, 
so how can I resist them? I pile on the makeup and exaggerate the gesture as I go out the door. 
Sissy is still alive. Together, we fight.
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12Christopher, Karen. “Explaining a Dream: Writing the Simultaneity of Performance (Practice-based Research)”,  
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Abstract
The language and mind of art-making is about invention; it is flexible and open, it looks for the new 
in form, in approach, in understanding, in expression, in perspective, in meaning making; it is its own 
reason to be. The language and mind of scholarship and research has a code to live by, it conforms 
to standards and principles of codification and fulfils projected outcomes and looks for explication. 
It works toward demystification and clarification and to uphold a tradition and a system invented 
with a particular set of intentions. The creative tends to be poly-vocal, while the critical, because of 
the tendency toward strict codification is speaking one language. These are two separate minds with 
two separate languages. As practice-based researchers, we have to make our own path, and yet the 
academic format requires a specified path to be followed. What damage is done to either side when 
the taint of the other seeps in?

Keywords
Art-making; language; meaning; creative process; practice-based research

First, a joke:

Two cannibals eating a clown. 
One says to the other: Does this taste funny to you?

I’m thinking about the performance (of the joke) and the analysis of it (an explanation of 
why it is funny). I’m thinking there is something there which is analogous to the relationship be-
tween the working practice of art and the analysis or explication of that art.

Explaining a joke

The explanation of the joke destroys it but the explanation of it clarifies its purpose and proves 
the mechanics of it. The explanation shouldn’t be necessary. The laughter or amusement 
which results from the telling proves it is working; it is only when it doesn’t work that it has to 

EXPLAINING A DREAM: 
WRITING THE SIMULTANEITY OF PERFORMANCE 

(PRACTICE-BASED RESEARCH)

KAREN CHRISTOPHER



be explained. But what is explained is the not funny, non-functional version of the joke ‒ if it didn’t 
match up with a knowing laugh, it was faulty. What is now being explained is a fault or a fault is 
being taken apart, so what is described is not how something worked but rather how something 
didn’t work. Is it what it was intended to be if it needed to be explained? What disappears the more 
you put your finger on it? What can only be experienced but never described? How is it that a per-
son can use words to communicate? How is it that we can’t (because we know that sometimes we 
simply cannot)?

The use of words
Making sense: Every performance work or art work or idea has an internal logic by which it de-
signs its laws. Sense is made in various ways particular to specific forms of endeavour. When Goat 
Island  director Lin Hixson said to Goat Island  collaborator Mark Jeffery that it made sense for him to 
fall to his knees and sniff the floor like a dog, the outside observer would probably be unaware what 
kind of sense it made. There are several webs of association employed toward the making of sense 
but among them there may be a kind of sense that is not literal or contextual in an intellectual way. 
The sense it makes may actually be connected with the nervous system or the muscle or the spirit. 
Saying that something makes sense within a Goat Island composition may not mean it completes 
a narrative line, there may be a kinetic question that it satisfies without reference to any line at all. 
It is also true that story content is not the only content and, therefore, there may be a narrative 
arc in speech and another in rhythm and another in levels of intensity. Each of these arcs and all 
of the others that run through a life or a performance make sense in their own ways according to 
their own internal logics.

Part plot: When I have used the words part plot to describe a mapping of my trajectory 
through a performance work, I have been instantly misunderstood. Thinking of the word plot as in a 
garden plot, I meant to be speaking of a map, a kind of guide to an area of a performance. The area 
inhabited by me. But my use of the word plot has misdirected the listener toward long-standing 
rules of literature and meant it was understood I referred to the linear sense or narrative arc of my 
part in the performance. 

The meanings of words are not so fixed as we sometimes imagine them. When discussing 
ideas of making performance work, there are places where the language we share gets tangled as 
it crosses into other forms or ways of thinking. I have talked about “making sense” and been 
misunderstood and used the word plot to an unintentional redirection of meaning away from my 
original intent. Context and style certainly helps direct the reader or listener toward the intention 
of the author or speaker but language is a minefield of misdirection. We can never completely 
control the meaning of our words once we have released them. 

We make meaning with our gestures but the same gesture performed by two different 
people has two different meanings and if performed in unison by more than one takes on a differ-
ent meaning and its place in time is also part of the sense that it makes. This meaning can be drawn 
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out by our favourite theorists and critics but the depth of it can only be felt, rather than explained. 
It doesn’t have a written word equivalent.

I heard the German choreographer, performer, dramaturge, and writer Raimund Hoghe 
speaking after a performance of one of his solo works. He was answering questions from the au-
dience and he was asked about how it was that he responded to the music he chose in composing 
his dance performance. “You have just seen the performance. That was it. That was the expression 
of my response to the music. I am a writer. If I could have communicated it in words, I would have 
written it.” This is the way I feel about performance.

Whenever I’m trying to explain what I do in a performance-making process, part of what 
I am doing is sending thought from the simultaneity of my dreamy-brain-wave interior state to 
the linear line of written or spoken language. It changes. The material changes. It goes through a 
translation or a transliteration. Just the same way a sleep dream is difficult to explain in the few 
words its duration seems to suggest, a thought can sometimes feel betrayed by uttering it aloud 
or attempting to write it down.

It takes a lot of explaining because the simple experience of thought within the confines 
of the mind is clear without explication. Or we think it is. There is a multidimensionality to it as 
it nestles there with other thoughts and associations and the visual and experiential languages 
of awarenesses that come with something experienced in the mind. Memories are living next to 
it. Now said out loud it must be given colour and weight by adding feeling and visual information 
equivalents. These equivalents in speech might take a long time to compose. They might be 
poetry. They might be flowery or fanciful. They might not feel like reality laid bare but more like 
a kind of construction. 

Sometimes I am criticised for exaggerating parts of a story when retelling it, but I feel 
that what is lost in not having been there at the time in which the story took place must be made 
up for by amplifying parts and creating suspense and tension in order to recreate a sensation that 
could only really be experienced in real time but which can be mimicked or translated by using 
“artistic license” in the retelling. 

When I do this I do not feel I am lying or giving a false impression but am in fact finding 
ways to be true to the original which defy or exceed the plain facts but which supply what has been 
lost in the distance between the event reported and the report of the event. There is some of that 
distance to contend with in the transport between truthful reporting within the mind and outside 
of the mind.

The language and mind of art-making is about invention, it is flexible and open, it looks for 
the new in form, in approach, in understanding, in expression, in perspective, in meaning making; 
it is its own reason to be. It looks to illuminate questions and to see how many answers it can find.

The language and mind of scholarship and research has a code to live by, it conforms 
to standards and principles of codification and fulfils projected outcomes and looks for ex-
plication ‒ unfolding carefully to reveal the various parts and how they fit together. It works 
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toward demystification and clarification and to uphold a tradition and a system invented with 
a particular set of intentions.

The creative tends to be poly-vocal, while the critical, because of the tendency toward 
strict codification, is speaking one language. These are two separate minds with two separate lan-
guages. As practice-based researchers, we have to make our own path and yet the academic 
format requires a specified path to be followed. I think time will tell whether this conundrum 
ever settles into a solid common practice. To me, it appears to be fluid and volatile and not al-
together reliable or comprehensively articulated. It is largely still within the threshold between 
two schools of thought, one highly standardised and one resisting standardisation.

My particular filter
For 20 years, I was a member of Goat Island, a Chicago-based collaborative performance group 
until the group disbanded in 2009. Work with Goat Island encompassed a large part of my for-
mative, post-higher education performance career. Members contributed to the conception, 
research, writing, choreography, documentation, and educational demands of the work. We per-
formed a personal vocabulary of movement, both dance-like and pedestrian, that sometimes 
made extreme physical demands on the performers and attention demands on the audience. 
We worked historical and contemporary concerns into text and movement and used a language 
of visual and spatial images. We placed our performances in non-theatrical sites when possible and 
always attempted to establish a spatial relationship with audiences distinct from the usual prosce-
nium theatre situation. We researched and wrote collaborative lectures for public events, and often 
subsequently published these, either in our own artists’ books, or in professional journals.

My current London-based company, Haranczak/Navarre, continues my focus on methods 
of collaboration; our first project has been a series of duet performances in which the two people 
involved determine together the starting place, the duration of the making process, and the style 
and content of the work.
 Collaboration invites the inclusion of multiple voices, and exercises the ability to involve 
divergent viewpoints. I am using collaborative methods in support of practicing restraint, tolerance 
and flexibility in responding to difference. In collaborative processes we are looking for multiple 
answers to the questions we pose. We are not hoping to find just the one answer that, we hope, 
fits all circumstances. Part of collaborating is allowing influences at play in the world around us to 
affect the direction of the work we make. So we amble around for awhile trying and testing where 
we are in relation to each other, our surroundings, and our current interests and with the material 
that we bring to the moment.

Variability in understanding the uses of research
During work on one of Haranczak/Navarre’s  duets, a linguist who studies directorial and rehears-
al speech asked to come and observe our interaction in the studio while we worked to compose 
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the performance duet we were in the middle of making. Our making process took place over a 
year and a half in concentrated periods of studio time punctuated by sometimes months-long 
breaks from the work. When she visited our studio, it was for a few days in a row at the start of 
a working period, so she saw us getting reacquainted with each other and with our material. Her 
method was to videotape our working sessions and then to pour over it dissecting the commu-
nication between us into what she identified as parts of our speech. In a spirit of inclusion she 
showed us some of the clips she had identified and a chart of the kinds of emblematic phrases 
and fragments of speech she had used to categorise our tacit communication tactics. This was 
revealing to us in that it made us aware of how a linguist might parse our words and showed us 
some of the ways we acted upon one another both to influence and to make sense of our work. 
As we two duet partners considered it the work of the linguist, we needed nothing more from it. 
We weren’t moved to employ this information consciously as part of our working method. We 
probably intuitively felt that systematising our communication might be counter-productive. 
We never actually spoke about putting this new information to work in our process of collabora-
tively composing performance material.

The three of us appeared together at a performance-based symposium showing brief vid-
eo clips from our working process that had been identified as characteristic parts of our speech 
and therefore parts of our working method. The audience of mostly academic dancers and per-
formance-makers were mystified. Again and again members of the audience reformulated what 
amounted to a single question: how did you use this to do something?

The linguist simply wasn’t answering the question no matter how it was re-stated. For her, 
the naming of the parts of speech was the work and it sufficed. On the other hand, the academic 
audience seemed to express that from an artistic or creative point of view; it was as if we’d 
received a set of colours and never painted with them. For the linguist, the importance was 
the identification of the paints ‒ and like the first human beings who gave names to the ani-
mals around them ‒ this was understood to give a new clarity and a sense of agency. There is 
an action in identification. But, insisted practice-based researchers in the audience, from the 
creative-making point of view the work is yet to be done. Yet, for the linguist, if a stream of ex-
pression is never parsed and named and analysed, there is no data. It is all rushing water with 
nothing to catch it.

Artist residencies: Practice-based research
In 2015 I undertook a couple of week-long residencies in the performance laboratory which used 
to exist at the University of Roehampton’s Department of Drama, Theatre, and Performance. Re-
search is a state of mind. Setting up a residency is setting up that state. Ideally, a residency takes 
place in a dedicated spot, a spot where those involved, in each of these cases, two people, can 
set up an atmosphere dedicated to the work we hope to do. It is a container for what might come. 
We didn’t know in advance what shape the work would take, so we were careful to keep the remit 
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somewhat expansive. The studio atmosphere needed to be without distraction and yet some-
how open to contamination. It needed to be stimulating without being overwhelming. It needed to 
be quiet enough for listening but with something to listen for.

A residency places us in a context offset from our usual habit. This newness is engi-
neered to unlock routine and find possibilities in a shape becoming ours while we attempt to 
inhabit it. It is a place to be a tourist and see with unaccustomed eyes. It is a brand new outfit 
that requires us to reconsider our parameters. It is a break and a hollow place, it is a cradle and a 
bridge, it is a state of mind and a solid shape.

Practically this meant work in the studio open to observation by students and staff for 5 
to 6 days followed by a public-facing presentation for the community of Roehampton’s Depart-
ment of Drama, Theatre and Performance. The two residencies in 2015, one with theatre-maker 
Chris Goode and the other with artist and filmmaker Lucy Cash were part of Haranczak/Navarre’s 
duet series and functioned as a testing process for decisions regarding possible duet partners; a 
sounding out of the alchemy between us at that point in time. As if we were testing the air and the 
pressure and the air pressure.

In addition to the work of composing performances each duet functioned as research 
into methods of collaboration without a single director. Duet partners shared in defining the 
working process, the schedule and overall timeframe, and methods for generating material. We 
were seeking to avoid hierarchies in decision-making, and we were using duets as a direct form 
of collaboration with no majority rule and no mitigation between points of view.

In five days we were able to turn what might happen into what did actually happen giv-
ing ways to understand how we might be able to design a working process that would tune in to 
how we two best work together.

It’s hard to know before you start on any given week how much is going to be possible in 
that time. Sometimes the work comes faster and sometimes it goes slower or maybe it’s always 
the same speed but the result is what varies or the perception of the result, or the apparent 
value of the result. Sometimes the result is elusive. Sometimes the result soaks in over time. 
So I suppose the result depends on what happens next between us and how we process what 
happened between us on those five days in the studio. When it was over, we had to measure up 
a former possible future with the one that began to come into focus as we spent time working 
together.

Why open rehearsals? Why deliver progress reports? Is this simply to conform to an aca-
demic set of requirements? I think that in composing something that would be acceptable to the 
institution we also constructed circumstances that gave us a set of mechanisms (the necessity of 
performing the unready, the pressure to self-assess, answering questions or explaining ourselves 
in unexpected ways) for guiding our studio experience, and which we could use to help clarify 
what we were finding and how we were doing that, and this helped bring into the forefront of 
our minds what it was that we were doing.
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The first of these two residencies began in the week commencing 19 January 2015 with 
Chris Goode. Because we expected visitors and we thought they might come while we were in the 
middle of something and knowing we might not want to be disturbed repeatedly and imagining 
we might find it necessary to explain what we were up to and, in any case, in order to make our-
selves feel more hospitable, we wrote a message to be read on the door or picked up from a small 
pile of printouts:

Inside this room two people, Chris Goode and Karen Christopher, are working.

You’re very welcome to come into the room: don’t worry, you won’t interrupt the work that’s 
going on.

They might be talking, they might be staring into the middle distance – whatever they are doing it 
is work toward making a performance and this is part of a very early stage in that process. When 
they started on Monday, there was nothing.

You can make your own decisions about how you want to be in the room with them; only, be kind. 
If they’re not very responsive to your arrival, don’t be disheartened. They’re concentrating hard 
but they’re pleased that you’re here.

They might actually turn from what they are doing and address you directly but in the event they 
don’t it isn’t because you aren’t interesting or beautiful or worthy of attention; it is because of the 
work.

Before you enter the room, you might like to take a moment to think about what kind of experi-
ence you’re hoping for, and how you will know if it’s happening, and what you might do if it’s not.

Thank you for being here.

The visitors at any time were a special event that charged the room with the energy of their pres-
ence and with our reaction to being observed (and our feelings, to greater and lesser extent, of 
needing to serve). At one point there were 17 visitors, a class, who got up and left because it was 
the end of class (and they’d received a signal from their tutor that leaving was now possible). This 
occurred while we were in the middle of doing something. And, fair enough, they weren’t our 
prisoners; we were showing something precisely because they were there but it was our work 
to be getting on with which we should have been doing anyway. It was our job to do this. And 
while they were leaving and I was doing the “scar belly” dance and Chris was reading “a list of 
things to be punished by a night in the box”, I was thinking: this is interesting, this is kind of good, 
it’s a good time to leave ‒ but I didn’t take that thought very far. A few minutes later I walked 
down the hall and the tutor for that class was somewhere there and I said, “You picked a good 
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time to leave”, and she said, “Oh sorry!” (assuming I was being sarcastic), but no, I meant it. It 
seemed that to convince her that I meant what I said, I had to say why I thought it had been a good 
time to leave. I heard myself say: Because if the audience leaves during that dance, it is as though the 
dance never stops, it is still continuing even as they wait for the bus or have a chuckle round the corner 
or check their phones to catch up for the next thing. Maybe it doesn’t stay with all of them or even with 
many of them but the possibility existed that, even just for one of them, the dance continued 
and the continuation of it resonated. And this is precisely why you want to be visited and con-
taminated by your visitors during a creative process because in communicating with others you 
make clear some of your own thoughts. Or you have observations that push forward into your 
consciousness rather than lingering dormant in the back of your mind. And it gave me a way to end 
a piece that hadn’t begun. This ending might never be used but these flashes create a climate of 
small opportunity spikes and these build a sense of hope and this makes a confident foundation for 
trying things. And everything is not always perfect and sometimes I really need to be left alone to 
work but there is benefit in the tumult that comes with the leakage of other people into the creative 
atmosphere we are trying to create when we are trying to pull a performance out of thin air.

During the second of these two residencies, which took place in the week commencing 
16 February 2015, with Lucy Cash, Lucy and I misunderstood each other several times about very 
fundamental parts of what we were doing. But taking the long view, our focus was on making 
material, and these moments simply continued to propel us toward what we were aiming at. Like 
walking robots who are designed to walk via a series of stumbles and tumbles, thus surmounting 
the robot’s most difficult obstacle ‒ the pitfalls of perambulation ‒ we agreed to consider the men-
tal stumble, the thought stutters, part of how we communicated with each other rather than a sign 
of its impossibility. 

Normally, we conceived or composed a performance directive and then followed it. But in 
front of an audience of observers, as a result of something I said (we aren’t sure what), Lucy pro-
duced this sequence in reverse. I performed an action and then she pronounced a directive. After 
watching me make a river on the floor by pouring a bottle of water in a curvy line, Lucy looked at 
me with a thoughtful expression and pronounced: “Using gravity, stick water to a surface.” I was 
surprised. Surprised is good. There is potential in surprise, and humour.

Everything we mentioned or focused on acted upon us ‒ even the incidental played a part in 
how we activated the ideas in the room. There was a large abandoned water bottle in the room. I re-
moved it in the morning only to retrieve it later when I needed a river. The students watching said: “You 
didn’t worry about the part that didn’t work, you just found another approach, you didn’t stop 
to dwell on that, you just kept going.” Seeing this had allowed them to identify something that 
was stymieing their own process in the studio causing a loss of confidence and a lack of forward 
progress. Without stalling from inertia in the face of a failing plan or a misunderstanding, we changed 
tactics and, drawing from a chain of events set in motion by every single thing that had happened 
earlier that day ‒ like the water in a river bouncing from rock to rock constantly changing direction 
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but nonetheless continuing to move ‒ we carried on attempting to pull performance material into 
the here and now. We hadn’t noticed the switch they were talking about and now the students were 
teaching us what we’d done.

Methods of opening and closing
I knew a woman with mental health problems who would check herself into a hospital when 
things got bad and spend a lot of time painting ‒ she was not a painter by training but she found 
it useful as a way of talking to herself ‒ painting intuitively with abandon and later looking at it to 
analyse it, diagnosing or reading her own condition via what and how she had painted.

Perhaps it is not so uncommon to be able to hop in and out of points of view but it helps to 
be conscious of this action and the code switching it requires. And it means understanding there are 
languages other than the language of words, including a language of experience. I always think of 
speaking and experience as separate actions with separate goals and divergent languages. Diver-
gent because they go in different directions.

Anyone who stares at a blank page or screen or internal thoughtscape and begins to 
string a line of words together knows that a new space is created, a new truth, a new point of view, ex-
perience, consciousness ‒ when an art process is the subject of this reflection, it stays in its own world, 
intact ‒ the only mixing that occurs here is when the making and the reporting is done by the same 
person and that mix may only live in the mind or it may find a way to contaminate either the art or the 
analysis ‒ is the mixture useful? Should these two languages/worlds/intelligences remain apart?

What damage is done to either side when the taint of the other seeps in? Does my re-
porting of what happens in my studio ever make sense to an academic? Does the academic who 
interviews me and writes up her notes reflect my work or hers? Does it matter if I don’t agree with 
her conclusions? Does it mean she hasn’t understood my work or that I haven’t understood hers? 
Is it possible to exclude any of the questions or any of the answers to them?

Does the experience of another ever make sense in the context of a stranger’s inner 
landscape?

Can we ever trust and invest with importance or value something which cannot be ex-
pressed in words?

If we all hear the same music and each of us is moved by it, what happens when each of 
us begins to explicate our experience of it?

If the joke isn’t funny to half of the room, can the other half explain what makes it so 
funny to them?

Can a colour really be described sufficiently?
Like dreams, which always fail to be fully captured in waking speech, does the simultane-

ity of experience or sound or the performance of bodies in space resist linear description? And does 
this mean it will never be fully possible to explicate the making processes involved in the practice 
of art? It doesn’t bother me if it is as difficult as tying a knot in a rope of water.
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Abstract
This article is part of a wider PhD research looking at how an artistic scene operates during crisis, fo-
cusing on specific case studies from contemporary dance in Athens from 2008 to 2016. The research 
examines the history and transformation of existing infrastructures and government policies during 
this crisis period and new practices, structures and discourses that have emerged in response to this 
changing context. The article outlines and discusses the methodological approaches employed to do 
this research, revealing their significance and examining their complexities through specific exam-
ples stemming from the researcher herself and her writing experience.

Keywords
Ethnography; dance; action research; anecdote; present; methodology

Life is not what one lived, but what one remembers
and how one remembers it in order to recount it. 

(Garcιa Marquez, 2003)

Introduction 
Since 2008, Greece has been undergoing a turbulent period – associated with the financial crisis 
– of social and political instability. This article is part of a wider PhD research entitled Dance Chron-
icles from Athens: Artistic Practices, Structures and Discourses in a Period of Crisis (University of 
Roehampton, UK, 2018). The overall research examines the ways in which an artistic scene operates 
in a period of sociopolitical crisis, focusing on particular examples drawn from artists residing and 
working in Athens. The aim of the research is to outline and illuminate a marginal and understudied 
dance scene as a case study that contributes, firstly, to ameliorating the artistic practices, struc-
tures and the established discourse of contemporary dance in Greece, and, secondly, to stressing 
how local cultural conditions relate to a broader European context, pointing out similarities and 
differences. However, this particular article focuses on the methodologies applied for this re-
search, aiming to explore both the advantages and the disadvantages of ethnographic approaches, 
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especially when the researcher is writing about her own local scene. The main question is this: how 
to research and write about the artistic scene that you are part of, and what are the major impli-
cations of such a choice? Thus, on the one hand, this article stresses the contradictions inherent 
in ethnographical approaches, and, on the other, reveals and discusses the difficulties of studying 
contemporary topics. My viewpoint is that researching and writing from the “inside” demands a 
well-articulated methodological framework, conscious choices as to how to examine one’s own 
milieu and an awareness of the implications that the research might have on both the community 
studied and the researcher herself. 

Before engaging with the topic of this article, it is important to first give an overview of the 
research. Thus, firstly, it looks at artistic initiatives that depart from established hierarchical pro-
duction modes and explore collectivity and collaboration as working modes that can provide an 
alternative structure based on the premises of being and working with one another. Secondly, it ex-
amines the production and staging of dance performances that engage with historical narratives 
and explore turbulent periods of the Greek past, as a strategy for relating to the present time of 
the crisis. Thirdly, it discusses the local cultural policy and how it has shaped the institutional field. 
Fourthly, it studies the role of education and discourse in shaping contemporary dance in Greece. 
Overall, the research argues that these shifts in artistic practices, structures and discourse il-
lustrate how the contemporary dance scene in Athens is changing, displaying a tendency for 
experimentation regarding production modes, a desire on the part of these choreographers to 
create a common ground, to reflect on and restructure their artistic scene, taking into account 
the social and political context in Greece, raising issues about the role of the artist in such a frame-
work. Therefore, the aim of this research was to examine contemporary dance practices within a 
shifting landscape in Greece, namely emerging working modes, and to delineate new discourses 
being generated during the sociopolitical crisis.

Throughout this article and the study, I chose the term scene to discuss artistic dis-
courses, structures and practices that are emerging in the local dance milieu. According to Alan 
Blum (2001, p. 9), the scene is a social and cultural formation with shifting limits that “pre-
supposes a specialized knowledge, access and association” from those who are part of it, while 
it is also about the values pursued within that scene. The term “scene” is chosen first because it is 
directly linked to the arts as a physical structure where a work of art is staged; secondly, because 
the counter-term “Greek dance”, which has been used in other research studies, resonates more 
with issues of national identity that are not explored here; thirdly, also, because the alternative 
term, “dance community”, is loaded with many significations on the meaning of community and 
contradicts the aim of the overall research, which advocates that the local dance milieu is in a 
process of shaping new common grounds. Finally, the scene is the most accurate translation of 
the word σκηνή used in Greece when studying contemporary dance. 
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Methodological adventures
My motivation for research stemmed from my personal urge to outline and examine in depth 
what I had experienced as a shifting artistic scene in my hometown, Athens, and to relate the 
latter to the central European cultural scene. To do so, I employed ethnography as a method of re-
cording and revealing a vivid web of social constructions and cultural meanings through a close ex-
amination and observation of a particular artistic scene in which I am an active agent. From this per-
spective, I was, on the one hand, implicated in and, on the other hand, a carrier of the knowledge 
of this scene. Ethnography is a valuable methodology in that it enables personal experience to be 
incorporated into the research as a reflective process that points to any given cultural system and 
provides an insight that acts complementarily to other research methods. In response to critical is-
sues raised on the bias of the author, Ellis, Adams and Bochner (2011) argue that ethnography is an 
approach that “acknowledges and accommodates” the voice and influence of the author, instead 
of ignoring it. Hence, my personal experience as a dance practitioner and theorist who collaborates 
with some of the choreographers I was researching, but also as a citizen of Athens who is part of so-
cietal transformations, was integrated reflectively into my study through ethnographic methods 
that allow both the artists’ and the researcher’s voices to be represented, and acknowledge the 
fact that the artists and the researcher bring different fields of knowledge to the project. 

An essential part of my research and my chosen approach was ethnographic fieldwork. 
Thus, I participated and observed ongoing artistic practices, events, choreographic works and 
rehearsals, in order to familiarise myself with artists’ working practices, to better study their 
evolving working relations, and to reveal and analyse existing associations between the cultural 
and the sociopolitical context. Later, I conducted formal one-to-one and collective interviews with 
artists delineating their intentions, aims and practices. Also, I participated in informal discussions 
that enabled less formal interactions with others involved, systematically keeping a field journal 
and a separate notebook to record data so as to investigate, evaluate and contextualise material, 
as part of document analysis. As a complement to the fieldwork, I used a variety of sources – from 
video recordings and bibliographical and archival research to newspaper and scientific articles, 
dance reviews, official printed programmes, dance blogs, rehearsal notes, press releases, email 
communications, company archives and photographic material. 

However much I was thrilled to work with, examine and discuss the particular choreog-
raphers, their projects and aims, I was also late in realising that it is also complicated, challeng-
ing, emotional, and very demanding to write about and study those with whom you work, even if 
ethnographic approaches provide a framework and an epistemology.1 Anthropologist Ruth Behar 
(1997) argues that the core anthropological methodology, that is participant observation, is 
utterly dividing and conflicting. It is even more so when you are working at home, examining the 

1 Some of the choreographers discussed in the research project are Tzeni Argyriou, Vasso Giannakopoulou, Iris 
Karayan, Ioannis Mantafounis, Medi Mega, Mariela Nestora and Katerina Skiada. 
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practices of your colleagues, being both an insider and an outsider of the scene in question, as the 
dance ethnographer Maria Koutsouba (1999) also attests. Koutsouba (ibid., p. 193) discusses how, 
whilst doing fieldwork in Greece, her motherland, she experienced a number of difficulties and 
complexities through this binary of being an insider and an outsider, concluding that the “self as 
informant” is not simply a methodological device to use at the fieldwork but a valuable knowl-
edge set to be incorporated into the ethnographic text. 

This binary was also part of my academic identity, since the research was undertaken 
through my own participation in a UK postgraduate educational system, its structures, rules and 
conventions, but at the same time I was a foreigner, with different traditions and other fields of 
knowledge. In other words, I always placed myself in the vulnerable position of not fitting in, not 
belonging to one or the other, essentially being out of joint. I was an in-between-disciplines re-
searcher, trained and practicing journalism, while researching and writing on dance, an insider/
outsider of the local dance scene, a member of and foreigner to UK academia, lost somewhere in 
between the lines. However, this doubt and uncertainty of the in-between can be “a productive 
state of exploration rather than a condition to be resolved” (Lury and Wakeford, 2012, p. 10), as I 
initially thought. In the end, this fragile in-between became my tool for bringing together differ-
ent fields of knowledge, theoretical and empirical, and for preserving this fragility no longer as a 
flaw but as an effective locus of self-reflexivity and criticality that resonates with the complex 
realities of doing ethnographic research. 

Moreover, Behar (1997) argues that in ethnography the native researcher, who studies her 
own cultural background and heritage, is not only a participant-observer. She is also a vulnerable 
observer who has to position herself in the field of study, and to take into account how relations 
with those being observed and emotions impact her research and writing, making evident that 
ethnographic research is not only about an objective and distanced witnessing. On the contrary, it 
is a “mode of knowing that depends on the particular relationship formed by a particular anthro-
pologist with a particular set of people in a particular time and place” (ibid., p. 5). That is, Behar 
acknowledges how vulnerable the researcher is while examining her own milieu and emphasizes 
that positionality in the particular framework can be beneficial rather than ambiguous. In my 
case, it was very important while examining the contemporary dance scene in Athens, of which 
I am part, that it had been the source of my inspiration and that it was actually the motor of my 
examination. Through the process of researching and writing about the local scene, I became more 
aware of my own bias, but also my vulnerability and positionality in talking about specific artists, 
discourses, practices and policies.

Still, I was somehow uneasy as to the reception of my research by the local scene. How 
was I to communicate that the aim of this research was not to criticize the scene as a theorist 
stepping in from a position of knowledge but rather to contribute to and to formulate specific 
proposals? It was through the model of action research that I was enabled to clearly articulate 
these aims and to further sketch out my working methodology. Action research is a method 
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used primarily in education, its objective being to address issues in local contexts through a re-
flective process that is “by and for those taking the action”, while also contributing to a larger 
body of knowledge (Sagor, 2000, p. 8). Thus, this research involved me being an active member 
of the artistic scene I argued for, and thus part of the structures I was mapping and exploring, aim-
ing to foster better conditions for all, to ameliorate an existing working system and, at the same 
time, cultivate a sense of identity stemming from the scene rather than an external authority or an 
overall theoretical paradigm. Specifically, one of my key intentions for this research was to mod-
el methods of working-with and writing-with one another, taking responsibility, co-authoring and 
co-shaping the material that makes up the local contemporary dance culture. Finally, given that the 
research was motivated by the particular scene, I paid attention so that the theories involved were 
always grounded in relation to particular practices. That way, theoretical analysis embarked from 
specific events aiming to outline and examine them rather than practice serving as an example 
to theoretical analysis. This grounding in artistic practice was also a way of empowering the local 
scene that considered itself an outsider in relation to central European ones. 
 However, ethnography is not a strict framework that was blindly employed but rather a 
flexible and creative method of studying and analyzing the artistic scene in question that incor-
porates the researcher’s and the artists’ voices. One of the most common mechanisms I used 
throughout the research to cope with the complexity of situations, to shed light on particular 
events that then became the stepping stones for examining and pinpointing common cultural 
practices, established structures and normative or exceptional discourses, is the anecdote. Ac-
cording to Jane Gallop (2002), who coined the term “anecdotal theory”, the anecdote is a narrative 
device that illuminates what is trivial and can thus be dismissed in a generalized discussion. The 
anecdote is “an opportunity to knot theory to the here and now”, and thus to produce theory 
from a specific moment in a specific context as does this research focusing on the local contem-
porary dance scene working in an ever-changing financial and sociopolitical context (ibid., p. 5). 
Finally, Gallop (ibid.) points out how the anecdote is a way to think through and to bring about 
difference and diversity through single moments that act as a springboard, as well as a method 
of examining the singular in order to open up to the general context and to theorise, drawing links 
that could otherwise go unnoticed. 
 Similarly, for sociologist Mike Michael (2012), the anecdote is a powerful mechanism for 
narrating, as it facilitates empathy in relating the personal to the social, even though it is at the 
same time a real event that occurred and a constructed, personal memory. Moreover, he points out 
how the anecdote describes an incident that disrupts the usual order of events, and highlights mo-
ments of difference and deviation, exposing what is expected as ordinary. Finally, the anecdote, 
according to Michael (ibid.), makes the author accessible, vulnerable and out in the open, mak-
ing her own structures visible and accountable, and thus taking a step forward in being posited 
within the context she is examining, so that her position is fully acknowledged as such. 

Looking back, throughout my ethnographic research, one of my greatest difficulties was 
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to realise how I had embodied certain power relations that I then replicated, when doubting my 
choices and initial aims, and finding it increasingly difficult to justify my topic and write about it. 
My marginal position as a member of a dance scene at the periphery of Europe disempowered 
me as a researcher and minimized, to my own eyes, the value and importance of the particular 
study. Moreover, the topic of the crisis becoming a theoretical concept while I was living it in my 
everyday life made it even harder for me to distance myself from contrasting realities that I was 
part of and to examine them. Time and time again I would stand in front of my desktop screen, 
unable to write, intimidated, while at the same time my fieldwork notes were plenteous and prom-
ising, residues of exciting experiences from which many conclusions could be drawn. In so far as 
this excitement remained personal, hidden in my private notes, I was satisfied, but once I had to 
take on my writing persona, I was stuck in limbo. In meeting after meeting, I kept asking myself 
and my supervisor, “Who cares about that scene?”, gradually realizing and being shaken by the fact 
that marginalization was embedded in me as a hegemonic practice and method of understand-
ing my own contours, and as part of the identity of the local dance scene always described as 
being unimportant. In other words, my difficulty was not simply an inherent and fairly common 
part of a writing process, but a way of replicating a vulnerable position embodied as both a Greek 
on the periphery of Europe and a scholar from a marginal artistic scene. So, in order to write this 
research study, I had to dislocate myself and the local scene, to be displaced from a disempow-
ered position to a visible one that nonetheless remains fragile, vulnerable, anxious, uncertain and 
in doubt. In a much more poetic understanding, Odysseas Elytis (1994, p. 29) writes that one has to 
support one foot out of the earth so as to be able to stand on it, which is exactly what I ended up 
doing in order to cope with this task, but mostly so as to live up to my own expectations when 
writing about friends, co-workers and professional acquaintances, exposing my own but also their 
everyday working lives, as indicative of the local dance scene. 

It may, at first sight, seem irrelevant and quite self-indulgent to talk about my personal 
difficulties in writing and researching. However, it is in itself the most powerful example of how 
sociopolitical structures affect our modes of working, consciously and unconsciously, our way of 
thinking, how we relate to one another, and how we identify ourselves and our context, so that in 
many tiny but significant ways the dominant discourse is being replicated and reaffirmed. In 
other words, including these difficulties is a method of revealing how they are a symptom of a 
structure that I, as a researcher, have embodied and enabled. According to Soyini Madison (2011, 
p. 24), researchers employing ethnography need to be aware that “we bring our belongings into 
the field with us, not only the many others who constitute our being but how we belong to what 
we know”. Hence, the power of ethnography and anthropology as methodologies is exactly that 
they witness and record these webs of relations in culture and in society through specific ex-
amples that associate the particular with the generic, and the personal with the social, so as to 
generate criticality along with human empathy. 
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Literary resources
Besides ethnographic approaches that map, examine and discuss specific artistic practices and 
everyday incidents, I also drew heavily from theoretical fields such as the artist in neoliberalism 
and dance scholarship looking at ethnography and the links between the artistic, the political 
and the social. This allowed me to situate my work within a wider cultural discipline, to relate 
the particular local scene to other artistic scenes and realities, and to examine my topic through 
both theory and practice. There is a wide spectrum of choices when studying dance not only as 
an aesthetic field but as a discipline that represents and co-shapes the sociopolitical context of its 
time. Focusing on the sociology of the arts, politics and sociopolitical context, I turned to Andrew 
Hewitt on social choreography (2005), Alexandra Carter on revisiting methodologies of dance 
history (2004), and an extensive bibliography of scholars who relate specific dance practices to 
their social and political framework. For example, Sally Banes associates Judson Dance Theater 
and its practices to the prevailing democratic values of the 1960s, Mark Franko situates modern 
dance of the 1930s in the USA in relation to labour movements and communist ideology, and 
Stacey Prickett undertakes specific case studies of contemporary and South Αsian dance in both 
the US and the UK, making links between the two nations and focusing on identity politics and 
sociocultural issues (Banes, 1987 and 1993; Franko, 2002; Prickett, 2013). 

What is more, however, in terms of unpacking the theoretical implications of my ethno-
graphic fieldwork, is that by exploring the associations between the cultural and the political con-
text, this research was also part of a larger ongoing discussion on the role of the artist in a neolib-
eral context, as expressed by Paolo Virno (2004), Luc Boltanski and Eve Chiapello (2007), Pascal 
Gielen and Paul De Bruyne (2012), Gabriele Brandstetter and Gabriele Klein (2013), and Bojana 
Kunst (2015). The main point of this discussion, which was very informative for my understanding 
and examination of the dance scene in Athens, is that the artist-performer has become the exem-
plar-working model for neoliberalism, building upon notions of virtuosity, flexibility and mobility; 
moreover, that the most basic human attribute, that of language, is now at the core of neoliberal 
production modes, capitalizing on and exploiting affective and cognitive skills such as commu-
nication shifting to immaterial labour, linking to contemporary dance and the performing arts. 

By engaging with and studying these theories, while also focusing on the local dance 
scene, I realized that this case study could inform the larger debate on the role of the arts within a 
neoliberal context, particularly at times of crisis. More specifically, my research looks into a turbu-
lent period when the role of the arts is being debated, and when societal and political structures are 
being dismantled, creating an unpredictable framework that has to be examined closely. It looks 
at the contemporary, in that it examines artistic practices while they were occurring in a shifting 
context, which, in turn, poses important methodological issues that are examined in this article. 
Thus, it is not only linked to other work in the fields of performance and dance studies, but also 
contributes to on-going debates on artistic practices within a context of crisis, by exploring 
them in actual time.
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Catching up with time
Besides the anxieties regarding the validity of the research and the significance of the local dance 
scene, along with such ethical issues as which part of the scene to examine and why – which 
were addressed in the early stages of the work through ethnographic methodologies – other 
questions troubled me, all related to the notion of time. How can a study reflect and embody a 
constantly shifting sociopolitical reality labeled as crisis when it is always one step back from 
what is happening? I have to admit that it can only do so in bits and pieces, echoing the frag-
mentary nature of contemporaneity as one where there is “no continuity of time at all anymore” 
(Lorey in Puar, 2012, p. 173). Specific time frames, as well as specific political, social and artistic 
events were used as landmarks to navigate through this landscape, and to provide the necessary 
structure for examining, associating with and reflecting on the chosen topics. At some points 
during the research, significant events for exploring and understanding the local dance scene 
propelled me to re-organise my material and rewrite chapters so as to include them, which is 
mentioned here as a specific working methodology for observing and exploring contemporary 
topics. The researcher needs to be aware of the sometimes sheer speed and unpredictability of 
social and cultural restructuring that takes place when studying the present time, to acknowledge 
it in her writing and to take into account that the research will possibly be incomplete in some 
parts and ongoing even after the final writing. 

To deal with this timeliness of my project, the dramatization of the crisis occurring in the 
public sphere, and the intertwining of theory and artistic practice, I turned to Cruel Optimism by 
Lauren Berlant (2011). I was captivated by her approach to crisis as ordinary, and precarity as an af-
fective and structural condition of neoliberalism (ibid.). The work of Berlant was chosen to frame 
my methodological approach because it focuses on everyday experiences, tracking those fanta-
sies that make up the good life, and exposing how they operate amidst a normalised crisis that 
disrupts them repeatedly. She argues for the significance of the present moment as a “historical 
sensorium”, one that can be very powerful and meaningful in revealing how things operate (ibid., 
p. 3). Specifically, Berlant (ibid., p. 4) argues that “the historical sense with which Cruel Optimism 
is most concerned involves conceiving of a contemporary moment from within that moment”, and 
it is exactly this methodology that I chose to apply while writing about the local contemporary 
dance scene amidst conditions of precarity and crisis. In this methodological approach, the pres-
ent is “a temporal genre whose conventions emerge from the personal and public filtering of the 
situations and events that are happening in an extended manner now, whose very parameters 
are also always there for debate”, so that every single moment can be reviewed, examined and 
discussed in a shifting context (ibid.). 

Afterthoughts
Even though my motivation for this research has been my personal implication with and knowledge 
of the particular scene, those were also my most important challenges as they raise ethical issues 
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that need to be addressed the soonest possible. One of my very first decisions when embarking 
on the research was to work with an ethnographic methodology so as to first acknowledge my 
positionality; second, to be able to imbue the research with my personal knowledge; third, to incor-
porate the artists’ voices in the study; fourth, to map and explore a wide range of working relations; 
and, fifth, to be able to observe and map the necessary working practices. Moreover, I used anec-
dotes, as a methodology that takes the personal as a starting point to examine the collective and 
also serves as a starting point for further theoretical explorations. Besides, early on I decided that 
the aim of the research was to contribute to, not criticize, the scene in question, choosing the action 
research methodology as complementary to ethnography. This way, from the very beginning it 
was evident that the purpose was to map an unruly scene and when possible to articulate proposals 
that would be beneficial for that part of the local scene, always pinpointing that I was part of that 
proposal. That is, by positing myself as part of both the current situation and its possible alterna-
tives. Additionally, I was focusing on the local, the specific, but aiming to relate it to wider cultural 
realities in central Europe, thus making the links between specific and generic. By the same to-
ken, my working methodology as discussed in this article was to ground theoretical exploration 
in particular incidents, hence making a concrete choice that the starting point of the research 
would always be the local scene, in order to empower it and to better study it. Finally, keeping 
in mind that this research was looking at the present, I based my methodological framework on 
Lauren Berlant arguing for the present as a “historical sensorium” (ibid., p. 3). This means one has 
to be aware of present circumstances, registering the shifts occurring, being alert to her own bias 
in choosing events and acknowledging the partiality of the research in relation to its timeliness. 

In conclusion, ethnographic methodology has been used to generate critical insights into 
the local dance culture, granting me access to several events, performances, rehearsals, informal 
gatherings and other activities, and bridging the voices of the theorist and the artist. At the same 
time though, my personal perspective is proof of my own bias towards selected material and 
therefore inevitably involves a limitation as to my understanding and exploration of the scene, 
since being a native means I am both an actor in and product of local circumstances. According to 
Susan Foster (2013), theory is a result of participatory processes involving both the researcher 
and the researched. She argues (ibid. p. 23)

As part of that participatory process, theory generally emphasizes the partial knowledge that is 
produced by any body’s journey and the multiple forms of knowledge that can be apprehended 
through different modes of sense perception.

In other words, the participatory processes are part of knowledge making, even if they are par-
tial to some extent. What I have learnt out of the process and the specific methodology is that 
as a researcher looking at the local scene, it is easy to replicate standing hierarchies of knowl-
edge that prioritise theory against practice, and define dance as an art form that is invisible 
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and disempowered, even though the aim of writing has been to challenge these preconceptions. 
Through the methodological frameworks I have been discussing in this article, I became more 
aware of these hierarchies and therefore more reflective and critical with regard to my own 
context, acknowledging and engaging critically with structures but also recognizing my own 
boundaries. Thus, this research on the contemporary dance scene in Athens would have been 
impossible without a methodological framework that combines a variety of tools in order to take 
into account the needs but also the difficulties of researching under one’s own roof. 
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Abstract
The concept of language is manifested in words. Beyond what is said there is nothing. Or is there? I 
trust the unspoken, yet talking. I mistrust the words, still writing. I focus my listening on all that is be-
yond words. I live in a society where words are the given, where words legitimize our actions. I simply 
have to use them. I claim the right to their interpretation. The words of politics could as well be ours.

In the wake of populist challenges to a unified and inclusive Europe, we can identify the rise 
of fear and discomfort in societies and a change in the understanding of common welfare as a key 
for access and inclusion. Access to art and our sense of cultural belonging are highly influenced by 
these factors, as is freedom of speech. The arts spring from their cultural foundations to describe and 
express the incomprehensible, inviting us to a dialogue. Art nourishes imagined futurities. 

We need each other. It is a mutual dependency: art/culture/policy. Together we need to turn 
some hierarchies upside down, upgrade strategies and activities in relation to today’s societal and 
political needs and focus on the inclusive activities that will leave indelible marks on the European 
cultural ecosystem by delivering beyond current norms. I believe we, as artists, must take more re-
sponsibility for the process and claim our right to take part in decision-making bodies and funding 
structures. How can we redefine the role of our institutions? Of the arts? We need to take action and 
present constructive proposals for change. Think, Talk, Act and Enjoy!

Keywords
Artistic leadership; artists; choreography; cultural policy

I think: The concept of language is manifested in 
words. Beyond what is said there is nothing. Or is 
there? Words are used to manifest power. Words 
are there to be claimed. The political words could as 
well be ours. How can we use them?

I say:
Culture policies are failing!
When we want to improve professional skills, when we need new networking opportunities, 
partnerships and contacts – what do we do? How do we develop innovative models for capac-
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ity building, cross-disciplinary exchange and a co-creational approach for artistic production 
and presentation? How do we get beyond current norms and systems? What does it really mean 
to work as an artist in Europe today? These are questions I struggle with as an artist and in my 
work as the Director of Dansehallerne in Copenhagen, a house for production, collegial discourse, 
residencies, research and public presentations. In my work I carry hope for change, doubts about 
the current political situation in Europe and hesitation about the passiveness I experience in many 
situations. In this text I will give you some reflections on the current situation with a specific focus 
on Europe and raise some urgent questions. 

I think: I would love to hear what you are not say-
ing, so I focus on listening while carrying on. Maybe 
I will manage to...

I say:
What is going on?
In the wake of populist challenges to a unified and inclusive Europe, we can identify the rise of 
fear and discomfort in societies and a change in the understanding of common welfare as a key 
for access and inclusion. Access to art and our sense of cultural belonging are highly influenced 
by these factors, as is freedom of speech. To whom are we listening?

Cultures develop when people live together. Culture is our common foundation and our 
societal contract. The arts spring from their cultural foundations to describe and express the 
incomprehensible, inviting us to a dialogue. We need each other. It is a mutual dependency: art/
culture/policy. Or you could say: artists/audiences and the public/politicians. Art nourishes imag-
ined futurities. Therefore, we need to upgrade our strategies and activities in relation to today’s 
societal and political changes. We need to focus on the inclusive activities that will leave indeli-
ble marks on the European cultural ecosystem by delivering beyond current norms. 

When cultural policies fail, there is much at stake. With this in mind, we need to strength-
en the artistic community in the direction of transnationalism and global mobility, audience en-
gagement and cross-disciplinary capacity building. This can only be done by the integration of 
citizens, a search for common values and a widened dialogue and knowledge transfer within re-
search. All this will promote accessibility, diversity and social inclusion through an inter-disciplinary 
and co-creational approach, and open up new perspectives for artistic representation. If we suc-
ceed, it will generate new knowledge for a sustainable cultural development in Europe.

I think: Words, words, words. Are they comprehen-
sible? Some things must be said; said out loud. Some 
should be swallowed. Is this the way to do it? I would 
rather speak of love.
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I say:
An inclusive approach will allow us to capture the benefits of diversification and integration, 
engaging a far wider segment of the population in and through artistic processes and projects, 
thereby strengthening the social role of the arts. Easy to say, but how do we do that? What 
can nourish our curiosity and creativity? What would give substance to insights and an under-
standing of life?

When subsidies are retracted, artists are forced to be more creative than ever to make 
a living. Artists are by desire and necessity experienced entrepreneurs, active in developing new 
formats for working, sharing and presenting, creating our own working opportunities and thinking 
outside the box. New models for organisation, production and presentation create new markets. 
As artists we need knowledge, training to improve our skills, tools and platforms for expression 
of ideas, dreams and narratives. We need new tools and models also for participation in cross-
disciplinary research and dialogues, which will improve cultural values, skills, social and urban 
competences. This in turn is linked to the type of trailblazing activism that pioneers a disruptive 
approach, using the creative power of art to explore paths towards norm-critical innovation; 
artistic activism as activities of challenging and changing power relations, a practice of change.

I think: Can one identify with the concept of entre-
preneurship? Of innovation? I know most artists 
don’t want to, but still these are the words we use. 
Can we claim them to match our needs? We know 
from research that our work has an effect on soci-
etal development in terms of creativity and innova-
tion, so why not?

I say:
Forget about creative industries!
The role of the artist and the relevance of art have changed dramatically over the last few years. 
Art relies on our ability to imagine, on a broad definition of the concepts of language, identity and 
culture, and it pushes us towards a widening of cultural norms and the formal set of rules em-
ployed in our society. Art helps develop both an individual and societal sense of self; it sharpens 
our senses and demands action, participation and reaction. Art is what feeds our ability to think 
beyond the given.

During the first decade of this century, the dialogue between arts, humanities and busi-
ness focused on the development of creative industries. This was stimulated by infrastructural in-
vestment. The arts were more or less forced into a utilitarian perspective. Later, the focus shifted, 
and today it is mostly about how collaborations between art, science and business can trigger inno-
vation, develop creative tools and strengthen cultural identities as a precondition for growth. Art is 
back in its role as art – if we insist. The Heart of the Matter (American Academy of Arts and Sciences, 
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2013) is a report on the state of the humanities (including the arts) delivered to the American 
Congress in June 2013. What is really interesting with that report is the ideological discrepancy 
between politics and the market about the role of humanities and arts. It turns out that CEOs 
assign a greater value to arts and humanities as success factors than politicians do.

And if you think on the subject of migration, the rapid expansion and diversification 
of Europe’s population is excellent news. Population diversification is directly associated with 
increased innovation (Nathan, 2015). But the opportunities to be an artist, to reap the benefits 
of innovation, are not evenly distributed across city populations (Jung and Ejermo, 2014). Whilst 
a handful of exceptional individuals succeed, many more struggle or simply do not take part. In 
several cities around the world, this has led to an increase in social tension. The knowledge society 
delivers extreme wealth to some ‒ and very little to others; some are included, others excluded.

I think: Yes, but has not this always been the case? 
It seems unavoidable in a capitalistic and neoliberal 
society. I simply cannot see an alternative. Still we 
must work to change the system. Many artists be-
lieve in a social theory of change; that some people 
can and do generate change. I simply must work to 
make a difference. Doubts. What to do...

I say:
So many narratives...
Europe is made up of diverse cultures, political systems and civil conditions. We must involve 
stakeholders and communities to achieve inclusive access to art, to artistic action and partici-
patory co-creation processes. Having toured, produced, published and lectured globally, I speak 
from my own experience. Just look at Europe: to work as an artist in Georgia, Turkey, Croatia 
or Spain means to work under totally different conditions than in Sweden, Germany, Belgium or 
France. Public accessibility varies just as much.

Many European art institutions (particularly performing arts institutions) have difficulties 
attracting audiences. At the same time, many artists turn their back on traditional venues, looking 
for new markets that allow alternative formats of production and presentation. I believe we must 
work cross-disciplinarily and involve stakeholders and communities to achieve inclusive access to 
art; artistic action and participatory co-creation processes. This, in turn, puts new demands on cul-
tural bureaucracies, on institutions, on education and research, on organisations, on audiences, on 
the public and on the politicians. On us artists. I believe we need institutions as well as the so-called 
independent sector, but there has to be a societal acceptance on a more equal footing.

To achieve knowledge transfer and policy outreach, we need to implement transnational 
multi-stakeholder and policy-maker dialogues. But, first and foremost, we must question growing 
borders in Europe and focus on the concept of public, open, accessible and inclusive cultural 
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and creative spaces, strongly devoted to the idea of a borderless and open society; a society 
with plenty of space for the arts. This puts the question of mobility in focus, the kind of mobility 
that will stimulate curiosity and empathy. Europe must be seen in a global context. Investments 
in global mobility pay off. A broad involvement of citizens, a connection between urban reali-
ties and cultural interdependencies will strengthen ties between citizens and promote European 
values as well as artistic and cultural exchange. Participatory and socially inclusive arts invite to 
close encounters. The idea of the commons is a key towards inclusion and accessibility. 

I think: But the politicians must be able to talk about 
culture as our common foundation and about art as 
a notion in our culture. Just as all of us must master 
a variety of narratives if we want to pay each other 
respect.

I say:
Diversity invites to a richer future. Diversity in the population means diversity in the arts. If di-
versity is not engaged with, it opens itself up to the corrosive forces of segregation (Danlida 
and Thorslund, 2011; MacKenzie and Wajcman, 1999; Stirling, 2010). As artists we challenge the 
societal processes by engaging in norm-critical interventions. Participation, co-creation and inter-
active performances in public spaces are central, not only by addressing new audiences, but also 
by strengthening the perception and social role of art and actions in society. Artistic and societal 
involvement by citizens establish participatory processes, enabling intercultural and interfaith di-
alogues. Cultural heritage can be an enriching component ‒ and “an act of hospitality can only be 
poetic”, according to Jacques Derrida.1

A lot can be done to improve the situation. We can do it by creating art, by focusing on 
education and research, by activism or by engaging in politics and in the development of cultural 
policies. We need strong cultural policies and we need art policies, not just for survival and material 
wellbeing, but for long-term, sustainable development. We all need faith in the future based on 
curiosity and respect for who we are or long to be.

Article 27 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights2 gives everybody the right to 
participate in culture and enjoy the arts. Therefore, when we talk about the necessity for devel-
opment and improvement, it is not just about the life of the artists, but about everyone. Together 
we can move beyond what we are as individuals. We need to come together.

1 https://www.britannica.com/biography/Jacques-Derrida
2 http://www.un.org/en/universal-declaration-human-rights/
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I think: I really believe that we together can move 
beyond what we are as individuals. That is part of the 
beauty with art, this invitation to share a moment, an 
event, a thought, an activity. Singularities in common 
sharing. Space for the subjective experience. Some-
thing beyond the rational agendas.

I say: 
Dansehallerne3 is a national platform and a leading institution for contemporary choreographic 
performative art in Denmark, located in central Copenhagen with a small branch in Aarhus. This is 
where I work. 

Besides the curated programme, we provide meeting places for everyone interested in ex-
periencing choreographic practices, research processes and critical debate. We take a leading posi-
tion in the development of new formats for public events, interactive and creative activities for all 
ages, including the very young and children. We conduct high-level professional training, courses 
and seminars; provide premises for rehearsals, artistic development work, research and residencies 
as well as administrative support for artistic production through a Project Centre.4 We are members 
of several international and national networks. Besides the great number of visiting artists, there 
are about 200 in-house artists (DH members) using the facilities of Dansehallerne for training, re-
hearsing, sharing and presenting. We present around 180 performances in Copenhagen and 300 
on tour around Denmark on a yearly basis, for an audience of 63,000 people (2017).

Two years ago, I was invited to take charge of Dansehallerne. My undertakings include 
reorganizing the institution, turning the “old” way of working (facilitating and renting out 
spaces and venues for performances) into a curated programme, research and development 
work, and more. This is done in close collaboration with artists and staff with a special focus on 
empowerment, on activating the artistic community towards more engagement and artist-led 
activities. 

To do what we say we should, we have, in collaboration with national and international art-
ists, researchers, academic institutions and art forums, initiated an artist-driven cross-disciplinary 
and international programme, The Artist’s Research Lab and Residency Programme, to support the 
progress of contemporary choreographic performative arts. The programme contributes with re-
search platforms, strong networks, collegial exchange and public venues. We have also initiated 
the Innovative Leadership Network as a new cross-disciplinary forum, with the aim of giving 
artists a chance to develop new, innovative methods for managing residence and research ac-
tivities. The network is based on the needs expressed within the various art disciplines employ-
ing choreography as a method, in collaboration with international artist-driven and institutional 

3 http://www.dansehallerne.dk/en
4 http://www.dansehallerne.dk/en/project-centre/
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networks. Dansehallerne is also a partner in Centriphery, a project involving partners in nine 
European countries, a project that incorporates a wide range of interconnected activities to reach 
the goals of audience development while incorporating transnational mobility and capacity build-
ing. We will do this by the establishment of curiosity zones, which include artistic and educational 
workshops, info-sessions and skill-enhancing workshops for local artists and citizens. The develop-
ment of the project explicitly addresses governmental, societal, ecological and economic issues. 

I say:
Action taken
When The Screening Protest5 project brings together political science and media studies perspec-
tives to explore problems through comparing mediations of political dissent across time, space 
and narrative genre; when the Non Existence Centre6 in Sweden acts socially, politically and ar-
tistically trying to answer the question, “What is the potential of working with an expanded view of 
art in ongoing social and political processes?”; when dancer and choreographer Rita Macalo,7 who 
immigrated to Britain from Portugal twenty years ago, spends time in The Jungle (refugee camp 
in Calais) to catch the voices of the refugees; when Anne Teresa de Keersmaeker invites to A SLOW 
WALK8 through the streets of Brussels; when Beka Economopoulos works with Not An Alternative,9 
an arts collective and non-profit organization in Brooklyn with a mission to affect popular under-
standings of events, symbols, and history; when Leonidas Martin Saura,10 artist and professor at 
Barcelona University, develops collective projects in art and activism; when Elena Agathokleous at 
the Mitos center in Cyprus takes part in Songs of My Neighbours,11 a project staged in Poland, Italy 
and Cyprus; when Galerie12 turns into an immaterial art gallery dealing exclusively with imma-
terial artworks to support and promote immaterial object-hood; when top artists provide one-
to-one support for creative artists who have fled their homelands in FLAX – Foreign Local Artistic 
Xchange;13 when Norwegian artist Tormod Carlsen places his project/object O – The Healing Lump14 
in various places; when artist Sara Mara Samsara creates the site of Nicosia history of inter-com-
munal strife, violence and war in Nicosia Metro Map;15 when performance artist Erdem Gunduz16 

5 http://screeningprotest.com
6 http://www.stallbergsgruva.se/english/
7 http://www.freedomfestival.co.uk/event/instant-dissidence-presents-dancing-strangers-calais-england/
8 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nUWZ1_zmrig
9 http://notanalternative.org
10 http://leodecerca.net/tag/leonidas-martin-saura/
11 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KrwUy6xuYU8
12 http://www.galerie.international/about/
13 http://flax-culture.com
14 https://www.tormodcarlsen.com/o
15 https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=1JNtrUKvnmjM8cLX0Dh05YUrXXlw&hl=en_US&ll=35.127131677

693995%2C33.35642699999994&z=12
16 https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/jun/18/turkey-standing-man
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(Standing man) stands silently for eight hours, facing a portrait of Kemal Ataturk; when RISK,17 
an artist collective based in Copenhagen spend the last seven years developing their collective 
thinking; when Amanda Steggel (Motherboard project)18 is working with how networking tech-
nologies have influenced the way people work, socialize, create and share information; when 
Koen Vanmechelen,19 a Belgian artist investigates biocultural diversity through the Cosmopolitan 
Chicken Project and creates the Open University of Diversity; when Shinobu Akimoto and Mat-
thew Evans in Canada create a virtual institution: Residency for Artists on Hiatus20 for artists not 
making art – it makes a difference! The list could go on forever...    

We are artists and theorists engaged in art – we meet, we share and we develop. We 
create platforms for collegial exchange and collaborations. In the Dansehallerne projects Dans 
din Nabo,21 Centriphery, The Artists Research Lab and Residency Programme and RESA,22 in the 
way we facilitate the work of the artists, the way we curate – this is what we do. Yes, artists chal-
lenge the societal processes by engaging in norm-critical interventions. But how do we deal with 
the question of responsibility? Questioning hierarchies and norms? The given? 

The question I put to you is about artistic interventions for change, about the concepts of 
artist-driven and artist-led. In my experience, many artists accept the given, accept and adjust 
to the old-fashioned bureaucratic system and dysfunctional infrastructure. Many artists very 
easily hand over their responsibilities for reference groups and decision-making bodies to pro-
ducers, critics, curators and others; thereby handing over the responsibilities for criteria, for 
defining markets and thus defending conventional thinking based on a lack of relevant insights 
in contemporary arts. That said, there are of course also producers, critics, curators, researchers 
and others with the most brilliant minds, with updated knowledge, engaged in activities we can-
not do without. How can we as artists work to strengthen our ability to live and work by taking 
the lead, by taking on this responsibility? How can we strengthen our ability for cross-disciplinary 
engagement and public dialogues?

I think: I trust the unspoken, yet talking. I mistrust 
the words, still writing. I focus my listening on all that 
is beyond words. I live in a society where words are 
the given, where words legitimize our actions. I simply 
have to use them. I claim the right to their interpreta-
tion. The words of politics could as well be ours.

17 http://risk.nu
18 http://www.liveart.org/motherboard/
19 https://www.koenvanmechelen.be
20 https://residencyforartistsonhiatus.org
21 https://www.dansehallerne.dk/forestilling/dans-din-nabo/
22 http://www.dansehallerne.dk/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/The-Artists-Research-Lab-and-Residency-Pro-

gramme.pdf
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I say:      
Back to my initial remark – we need each other, we are interdependent. In a democratic society, 
art/culture/policy, art and theory, the practice of thinking and doing – all of this hangs together. 
Together we need to turn some hierarchies upside down, upgrade strategies and activities in rela-
tion to today’s societal and political needs. I believe we, as artists, must take more responsibility 
for the process and claim our right to take part in decision-making bodies and funding struc-
tures. How can we re-define the role of our institutions? Of the arts? We need to take action and 
present constructive proposals for change. Because culture policies are failing. Think, Talk, Act 
and Enjoy!
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THE BLACK DANCING BODY
AS A MEASURE OF CULTURE

1

BRENDA DIXON GOTTSCHILD

Introduction
by Jaamil Olawale Kosoko [excerpt]:
Dr. Brenda Dixon Gottschild offered me everything I needed to hear as a young artist, as a 
young scholar; and for many of us, Dr. Gottschild is a seer and a knower and a giver of knowl-
edge, concerned with revealing the undercommons hidden within the social, political, and his-
torical record. Using her research in dance and performance practice as a measure of society to 
reveal deeper ways of understanding ourselves as inter-textual beings, she asks us, through each 
carefully choreographed page, to reckon with ourselves as artists, as Americans, as citizens, as 
humans.

Brenda Dixon Gottschild: 
I’m going to open this, as is my wont, with a libation. You can say with me at the end when I pour, 
Axé – which means the same thing as “Amen” or “So be it” and all those good things. 

I pour this libation and dedicate this presentation to two of my aesthetic mothers: Kather-
ine Dunham, who brought the dances of Haiti to African Americans, and Pearl Primus, who, indeed, 
taught African Americans the dances of Nigeria. These two women taught us our history in order 
that we might envision our future. 

Axé.
[Moving into the audience] I’m trying to get close, make contact with your Warmth Body 

[clasping hands with someone in the audience], your Aura Body [hovering, running her hands 
above one audience member], your Kirlian Energy Field Body [reaching toward someone in the 
back row], your Infrared Body [flashing fingers like light waves]…Bodies, bodies, bodies.

1 This performative lecture was presented as part of Reclamations! Lectures on Black Feminist Performance, curated by Jaamil 
Olawole Kosoko at Princeton University’s Lewis Center for the Arts, October 2, 2017. It was transcribed and edited by Contact 
Quarterly dance journal (vol. 43, no. 2, Summer/Fall 2018). It is published in Choros International Dance Journal after a spe-
cial agreement with Brenda Dixon Gottschild.



Those lines are spoken to me by my husband, Hellmut Gottschild, in a movement theater 
piece we created together, titled Tongue Smell Color. In it, as an African American woman and a 
German man, we explore issues of gender, nationality, guilt, memory, and race – sometimes zero-
ing in on the white male fascination and obsession with the black female body.

In one scene, Hellmut approaches and pursues me, and says those lines, “I want to get 
close, make contact with you”. I tell him he’s trespassing and that those bodies he’s speaking of are 
really just a dancer’s imagery, astral bodies. He takes offense and says those bodies are real, exist, 
and can be felt; that we all have many bodies that we cannot necessarily see. And that sends me 
into a tailspin of memories – body memories, black body memories, black female body memo-
ries, black enslaved female body memories. 

As though in a trance, I repeat that word: Memories. Meh-mor, meh-moh-ree, mem, mem…
until he cuts me off.

Me*mories, yes, indeed, the body remembers, the body re-members, the body speaks. The 
body tells us what’s valued in the culture. Bodies are mirrors that absorb, remember, and reflect 
society’s politics, art, religions, aesthetics, hopes, fears, strengths, failings – both the officially 

Brenda Dixon Gottschild performing her lecture
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sanctioned versions and the sub-rosa closeted taboos. Bodies are barometers measuring the 
pulse of society. And I’m here tonight with you to celebrate the body, the black body, the dancing 
body, our dancing bodies, as a measure of culture that bridges divisions and blurs boundaries.

I want to begin by giving you a little bit of context. I’m sure that everybody in this room is 
aware that dance is as old as humankind and that there are many kinds and forms of dance, and 
dance has served many functions in different societies and in different eras; for example, 
in African and African American cultures – and I call that Africanist cultures – dance is an in-
tegral part of a religious practice. And the deities, whether in Christianity or in Yoruba, present 
themselves to the community through the dancing bodies of the religious devotee, who in some 
fundamentalist churches dances when and as the spirit moves her. On the other hand, in most 
Europeanist Christian sects, the dancing body is a “no-no” and regarded as a vehicle that leads to 
evil rather than enlightenment.

That’s one example of what it means for us to think of the dancing body as a measure of 
culture that points out what is valued or repressed in a given society. I also want us to think about 
dance and the dancing body as an embodied language. Ballerina Allesandra Ferri said, “You don’t 
just use your body but you go through your body to talk”.

Of course many of us who are in theatre or dance know that those people who are con-
cerned with language – the language of words, that is – often give short shrift to the language 
of movement. But the language of movement speaks to us as profoundly as words, although 
through different means and layers of experience. Now, inside each verbal language there are 
dialects, jargons, colloquialisms, neologisms, and so on. So the way a spoken language grows and 
changes is frequently by borrowing elements from other languages. 

Some of you will probably recognize this word… Hellmut and I go back and forth from 
Germany a lot, so my first example of borrowing – one language borrowing from another – is 
something that I call “transformational linguistics”. In Germany, the popular word for a cell phone is 
a “handy”, and of course you hold a cell phone in your hand and it is handy; that’s transformational 
linguistics. Of course in Germany there are a lot of direct appropriations: kids know how to “chill”, 
or they might “diss” you. 

Why am I telling you all this? Because the same thing happens in movement. Like the 
spoken word, dance comes in many languages, and they too receive impulses and infusions from 
other languages. A good example, and one of my focal points, is the appropriation of Africanisms in 
so-called “white dance forms”.

But that’s where we enter the realm of the politics of dance and culture. Europeanist body 
languages and Africanist body languages have actually been speaking with one another ever 
since they first met and clashed centuries ago, but they are different languages. To illustrate this 
point, I’m going to read a quote from my first book, Digging the Africanist Presence in American 
Performance:
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In traditional European dance aesthetics, the torso must be held upright for correct classic form. The 
erect spine is the center, the hierarchical ruler from which all movement is generated. It functions 
as a single unit. The straight uninflected torso indicates elegance or royalty and acts as the absolute 
monarch, dominating the dancing body. This vertically aligned spine is the first principle of European 
dance, with arm and leg movements emanating from and returning to it [demonstrating]. The ballet 
canon is organized around this center. In fact, this structural principle is a microcosm of the post-Re-
naissance colonialist worldview. Like the straight, centered spine of its dancing body, Europe posited 
itself as the center of the world, with everything else controlled and defined by it. 

As an aside, remember those images of Louis XIV as “Le Roi Soleil” – that’s where ballet emanated 
from, from his court. “L’état, c’est moi.” The world is me!

Africanist dance idioms show a democratic equality of body parts. The spine is just one of many pos-
sible movement centers, and it rarely remains static. The Africanist dancing body is polycentric. One 
part of the body is played against another, and movements may simultaneously originate from more 
than one focal point: the head and pelvis, for example. It’s also polyrhythmic (different body parts 
moving to two or more rhythms simultaneously) and [demonstrating] privileges flexible, bent-leg 
postures that reaffirm contact with the earth, sometimes called a “get down pose”. The component 
and auxiliary parts of the torso, of course – shoulder, chest, rib cage, waist, pelvis – can be inde-
pendently moved or articulated in different directions. 

As assessed by Africanist aesthetic criteria, the Europeanist dancing body is rigid, aloof, cold, and 
one-dimensional. By Europeanist standards, the Africanist dancing body is vulgar, comic, uncon-
trolled, undisciplined and, most of all, promiscuous. 

So clearly, folks, there is a translation problem going on here. 
Nevertheless and despite different lexicons, the reason for dancing is like the reason for 

dreaming. Through dance or dreams we access thoughts, ideas, and metaphors that can’t be per-
ceived in any other way. In fact, dance is a literature that is illegible in literal translation. 

Who am I in all this? Well, I am a performing researcher, researching performance. Writing 
is my “choreography” for the page, as I like to say. The body is my medium, and I recognize that the 
body, the dancing body, the black dancing body, thinks, speaks, and writes its signature across 
world history whether we know it or not and whether we recognize it or not. Dance has many 
layers to be uncovered and researched – that’s the part I love. This is maybe why I’ve felt like a de-
tective sniffing out clues and acting on hunches. I follow cultural inklings, like the somatic trail I 
blazed about Africanisms in the Americanization of ballet. 

Well, I’m an artist writing about art, writing into history two marginalized legacies that 
are my obsession and my passion: dance itself, and Africanisms in dance. As a cultural histori-
an, I use a creolized approach to interrogate dance as history, biography, sociology, politics, 
philology, anthropology, philosophy, religion. In doing my job, I observe, listen, read, interpret, 
surmise, analyze, and compare, and too often I find myself confronted by inequalities if not 
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outright injustices. 
In Digging the Africanist Presence, I started out by asking questions of American ballet, 

which, like all ballet, is regarded as a classically European art form…and what does that mean? 
Anybody? White…a classically white art form. But I was picking up a different scent. George Bal-
anchine, a Russian choreographer who emigrated to the US in the 1930s, joined up with entrepre-
neur Lincoln Kirstein to form the Ballet Society in 1946, which in 1948 became the New York City 
Ballet. Balanchine has been credited with the Americanization of ballet. Well, if that’s the case, I 
asked, what makes his ballet so American – so different from the Royal Ballet or from the Bolshoi? 

You know, I picked up an Africanist scent. 
In order to verify it, though, I had to step back. I had to see what was behind the trees; what 

were the clues, the hidden clues; who were the players, the real players. And I went back to what 
was right in front of my nose, namely contemporary culture and lifestyles. And I’m going to show 
you now a kind of peek into some recent cultural history that was abreast when I was writing this 
first book. 

So this is from the mid-1980s to 1990s. This was a time that was called “the culture wars”. 
And it was about…if you Google it…“revising the canon”. So, this kind of appropriation that I will be 
talking about, it’s not as though it’s over; it continues even to this day, but this was my beginning.

I’m thinking about evidence of Africanist presences in pop culture of the late 20th century, 
here first as the semiotics of fashion and popular culture. And with these various photos, these 
periods, I’ll say something like, “What’s the message here?”

[Image] Here Africanisms are appearing as an exotic commodity of the mainstream 
beauty market. Can everybody identify these women? Who’s the woman on the left?…Really? 
This is Cicely Tyson, an actress you really need to know. And the one on the right?

Cicely Tyson [left] and Bo Derek in slide image from Brenda Dixon Gottschild’s lecture
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Bo Derek.
See! Thank you, thank you, because that’s the point. But my point is, whose braids came 

first? 
[Image] This is from Elle magazine – a model with an over-arched spine – and what’s the 

message here? A body carriage so popular in the contemporary high fashion and entertainment 
industry, which is characterized, with the butt out, as an Africanist posture. All of you may know, 
or may be too young to remember, that frequently as a black person in a dance class, we were told 
to “tuck it in”. So, I think it’s so interesting that neither of these postures is particularly black – that 
so-called “black postures” must be exaggerated or modified when black bodies enter the white 
world. 

[Image] Lollapalooza…these were big rock music marathons. They would be out in a Wood-
stocky kind of setting, and they’d have booths on the side. So here’s a hair-wrapping booth. I just 
think it’s so interesting – another example of how white youth culture so readily adopts African-
isms as its own…no questions, no problems, though they are probably unaware of its origins.

[Image] And white athletes hand jiving. How often back then we would see high and low 
fives, fist bumping, and other Africanist-inspired expressive movement in professional sports. 

[Image] And this one I call “from insult to fashion statement”. The baggies on the street 
were originally the oversized overalls given to prison inmates – most of whom we know were 
black, and still are – to humiliate them. But they took that lemon and squeezed it into lemonade 
and made a style out of it. So, this loose style that came back to their sons, cousins, and brothers in 
black neighborhoods, like the young man on the left, again were picked up by white youth – on 
the right. And picked up by the young Kris Kross, wearing their clothes baggy and backwards. And 
also picked up by Rei Kawakubo of Comme des Garçons – so she had taken that and made a high 
fashion style out of it. So, from insult to fashion statement. And I consider this American culture’s 
unconscious homage to black men in prison. 

And since we’re talking about languages, just look at how much African American signi-
fying has affected our speech and consequently our way of seeing the world. We all know that 
in hip talk if I say [pointing/speaking to audience member], “Those dreadlocks are sick!”, what do 
I mean? 

They’re cool.
And if I say, “Yeah, well, you know I’m chilling and that’s cool”, you don’t think that I’m 

saying I need my jacket. If I go [making a Stevie Wonder/Michael Jackson squeal] “Aaooww!” you 
know that I’m not in pain. 

So, radical juxtaposition, rather than a classical Europeanist linear logic of cause, effect, 
and resolution. Irony, paradox, double entendre, as basic premises of the Africanist aesthetic – and 
where do we find them? We find them every place in our millennial lifestyles.

In Digging the Africanist Presence, I discussed some of the Africanist resonances in areas 
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that have been considered exclusively white terrain. And to illustrate this widespread though un-
conscious cultural adoption of deep-structure Africanist attitudes – not Africanist content but atti-
tudes, I discuss Contact Improvisation. 

Like African American movements as diverse as the early blues, jazz, and civil rights 
grassroots communities, the contact community began as a subculture that thrived in spite of, 
and as a protest to, establishment modern dance. 

contact improvisation

modern dance
=

civil rights movement

American status quo

I made a little equation to illustrate this, and what this illustrates is that contact’s response to 
establishment modern dance unconsciously parallels – and is predicated upon – the civil rights 
movement’s response to the American status quo. In other words – and agwwwain this whole 
thing of intertextuality and picking up what’s in the air – that is a lot of the driving stimulus.

[Image] In an example of perhaps inadvertent borrowing, even the contact improviser’s 
jam takes its name from...? [question posed to audience]

Jazz, exactly. The jazz musician’s word for group improvisation. Like an old-fashioned 
African American revival meeting, these jams see contacters from far and wide converge to hold 
a marathon [of CI]. And in contact, as in its jazz paradigm, participants improvise, allowing their 
creations to be inflected and modified by what the others are doing. 

[Image] And…does everybody know him? What about some of the young’uns? Steve Pax-
ton. And if you’re doing contact…you really should look into some of his early stuff.

What’s the precedent for wearing sunglasses while performing in a dark interior space? 
Jazz. The jazz aesthetic is so pervasive in America, you don’t even think about it. This comes from 
the bop era, post-World War II, after the big bands that were hot, like Duke Ellington and Louis 
Armstrong, that played out to the audience in a luminous kind of hot performance. The jazz 
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musicians Dizzy Gillespie, Charlie Parker, Miles Davis, they started working not like that [arms 
open wide] to please the audience, but like this [arms forming a circle] to please themselves. 
It was cool. It was actually called cool jazz. They would, in nightclubs, wear sunglasses, bop 
caps, perhaps they were smoking a joint. And they would turn to each other, and sometimes one 
would walk off the stage while somebody else was soloing. It was all cool. So a totally different 
kind of aesthetic, and that certainly informs contact. It’s a jazz aesthetic under there. 

I had thought at the beginning to name this whole study, instead of “Africanist pres-
ence”, the “jazz aesthetic”. And that seemed very right, but then I wanted to take it back to really 
where it started, and it really is an African aesthetic also. If any of you are interested in knowing 
more about that, you should look at Robert Farris Thompson’s classic book African Art in Motion, 
where he gives “ten canons of fine form”, which I then apply to dance in Digging the Africanist 
Presence. Anyway, all of this reminds us of the way one language infiltrates another, whether by 
direct appropriation or transformational linguistics. So we could say that without the jazz aes-
thetic, contact improvisation could not have come about. 

The Africanist presence was such a driving force in the foundations of modern dance that 
its pervasiveness may partly account for its neglect. 

Pages 54–55 from Modern Dance Forms in Relation to the Other Modern Arts, by Louis Horst and Carroll Russell 
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton Book Company, 1961)
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So, I call myself the quilt maker of cultural theory, because I’m just taking the pieces 
that I’m finding in culture and then making the connections. [Image] Here’s a page from Louis 
Horst’s book Modern Dance Forms… In the 1960s, this was probably what dance departments in 
America used as a standard book. On the left is a sculpture from Gabon. The center is a Picasso 
painting, Grande Danseuse. [Image] And here we have Martha Graham in her woolen period in the 
1930s in a dance called Primitive Canticles. Now, what’s interesting is that Horst made the con-
nection for me; I didn’t have to do it. But he never talked about it that way. He called this archaic. 
He never said African anything, even though he’s comparing it to an African sculpture, and even 
though we know that Picasso, Braque, and Matisse, as well as many others, were drawing on 
African art in order to move themselves forward in the Europeanist art world.

[Image] Next, Martha Graham in Satiric Festival. And here you can see that she’s dis-
rupting everything that I tried to demonstrate for you before – instead of vertical alignment, she 
has arched her spine; instead of turned-out legs, she is in a parallel position; and of course she 
has angular arms instead of a soft classical ballet port de bras. 

[Image] One more from the modern stuff. This is Iris Mabry, a dancer who was contempo-
raneous with Martha Graham, in a dance called Bird Spell. To me that looks like a piece of African 
sculpture. What is interesting also is this nexus between modern dance and modern art, because 
these dancers were not borrowing from dancers at the Apollo Theater in Harlem or African danc-
ers who hadn’t really started coming on tour; they were very influenced by the modern art of 
Picasso, Braque, Matisse, Léger. So for them it was a kind of secondhand appropriation.

Let me just talk for a little bit about these Africanist references in ballet. If you look 
at a video of Balanchine’s The Four Temperaments or Apollo, you can see this very clearly. So 
[demonstrating] pelvic and chest articulation and displacement instead of vertical alignment; 
leg kicks instead of measured battements; angular arms instead of the traditional fluid port des 
bras of ballet. Those are Africanist motifs that have been imported into ballet. But even more sig-
nificant than these motifs is the underlying speed – and this is what Balanchine brought to ballet – a 
speed, a vitality, an energy, a coolness. Balanchine would tell his ballerinas, “Dance with your feet 
fast and your face cool…your face as though it’s not there”. So this deep structure or subtext of 
being cool made all the difference in giving ballet an “American” quality. But naming and language 
are of utmost importance – these qualities are not only American; they are African American. So 
we need to pay closer attention to the words we select to describe the language of movement.

Before there was a New York City Ballet, Mr. B cut his eyeteeth on Broadway. And he 
had also choreographed popular musicals in London. Jennifer Dunning’s book But First a School 
reports that he had actually wanted to have a school with four black dancers, four white danc-
ers. When he first came to America, he didn’t know about racism and segregation. He thought 
the black dancers could “teach them such vitality”, you know, it was a little bit of exoticism and 
all that. But the idea that in 1932 he had wanted to start a school in America where young black 
and white young kids could learn ballet together… Kirstein had to wake him up to the fact that 
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this was impossible. But Balanchine already had a sense that there was something going on 
there, that he could get from it. 

[Image] So here he is, and does anyone recognize the female figure on the bottom left?
[Audience member] Is that Katherine?
Yes, that’s Miss Dunham! And this is Balanchine horsing around with the cast of Cabin 

in the Sky, which is one of the musicals that he choreographed in 1940, and he co-choreographed 
that with Katherine Dunham – frequently that is omitted. I paid someone $200 to get this photo… 
They didn’t even identify her. 

[Image] And here is Balanchine with Arthur Mitchell. I say it’s Mr. Mitchell teaching him 
some jazz. And just to test if you’re awake, why would I say that it’s Mr. Mitchell’s body that is de-
cidedly in the Africanist or jazz pose? Yeah. His hip is definitely more gotten down, asymmetrical, 
angular. And what’s interesting is Mr. B is showing Mr. M a piece of Mr. B’s choreography. But now 
for any of you who have choreographed, you know that when you have a dancer who does some-
thing really further than you imagined, you might use it. Stealing? No. Appropriation. Yes. Yes. 

George Balanchine [left] and Arthur Mitchell in rehearsal for New York City Ballet’s The Four Temperaments, 
choreography by George Balanchine (New York), 1963. (Photograph: Martha Swope. Accessed via The New York

Public Library Digital Collections.)
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Beyond the Balanchine example, and in a larger sense, my work aims to break down barri-
ers between so-called art and so-called entertainment, between high and low, between black and 
white, if you will. Indeed, my work is concerned with dance, with history, and with affecting social 
justice. And that final area is the one that centers and grounds my thinking professionally and 
personally. I aim to perform corrective surgery on the historical record. 

There’s a Buddhist saying, “What the mind doesn’t know, the eye cannot see”. That may 
help explain America’s blind spot about its Africanist heritage. 

In this presentation, I’ve tried to give you some recent history, but these things are not in the 
past, not over and done with. History is happening right now, as I speak. Cultural appropriation con-
tinues. Credit is not given where credit is due. Cultural appropriation is booming… And any white 
choreographer you name, from Bob Fosse to Bill Forsythe, is somehow using black aesthetic 
riches as their own.
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SUBJECTIVITIES IN JEOPARDY:
DISCUSSING PERFORMATIVITY AND PRECARITY

1

 
IN IOANNA PORTOLOU’S RISK

IOANNA TZARTZANI

Abstract
In this paper I attempt a political reading of Ioanna Portolou’s latest performance with Griffon Dance 
Company, Risk, which draws from Judith Butler’s re-conceptualization/reframing of performativity 
as a potential for action against precarity and (sociopolitical) invisibility, as well as from Arjun Ap-
padurai and Homi Bhabha’s theorization of the cultural implications of modernity and its effects on 
subject formation. Examining the stage action as a performative potentiality that extends beyond its 
choreographic and/or theatrical rims, this paper focuses on the negotiation and materialization of 
agency as an ongoing performative act entangled (and in conflict) with hegemonic narratives and 
power structures.

Keywords
Performativity; subjectivity; precarity; intelligibility; exclusion; normativity; body

Performance digest 
Drinks in hand (spirits are served at the foyer and are allowed – indeed, invited – to be carried 
inside the auditorium, the audience members walk into an ongoing, and already in full swing, 
party of five. Abba’s “Dancing Queen” plays on and the dancers sing along: “You can dance, hav-
ing the time of your life”, dancing cheerfully to the tune. The song is followed by the Pointer Sis-
ters’ “I’m so excited” setting the tone for party. The alternating well-known hits from the ’80s 
and the performers’ seemingly carefree, club-like moves, create a “light” permissive atmosphere, 
contrasting the normative, ritualistic silencing of the audience in anticipation of a performance. 

1 The present reading of Ioanna Portolou’s Risk draws from Judith Butler’s lecture at the Athens Panteion Uni-
versity of Social and Political Sciences, in December 2009, titled “From Performance to Precarity”. With performa-
tivity accounting for agency and precarity focusing on “conditions that threaten life in ways that appear to be 
outside of one’s control”, Butler focuses on the potential for assuming “performative action […] against precarity”, 
in order to allow for “new modes of existence, which are not yet fully recognizable” to emerge.
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Throughout the forty-five minutes of the show, the group’s energy rises and falls, complying with 
the dj’s music choices, while the odd number of the performers results in ever-shifting pairings 
and short-lived groupings, punctuated by scattered moments of unison, where the whole group 
participates. At the front of the stage, four microphones2 invite the performers’ confessions, 
which start off as sporadic performative declarations of their current state (“I’m having a great 
time! I am the soul of the party!),3 inner thoughts (“I feel lost […] I’m tired of being positive. I’m tired 
of doing what’s expected of me”) and desired attributes (“I am dynamic and independent. I’m burst-
ing with confidence”, “I have total control”), as well as statements, responsive to what – they feel – is 
expected of them (“I am discreet”, “Ι am a good guy”, “I like to take care of others”). Progressively, 
the confessions become more frequent, more honest and even desperate. As the “party” unfolds 
alliances are formed and dissolved, statements are made to be immediately deconstructed and 
promises are perpetually broken. All five repeatedly fail to stand up to (their own) high standards 
and imaginary self(-ves), while their shortcomings are quick to be both judged and forgotten, as 
the party goes on incessantly. 

 

2 Strategically, one less than the dancers, always excluding one.
3 All quotes are extracts from the performance, each derived from the performers’ personal explorations during the 

rehearsals. While each “confession” traces a personal path (or loop), as the complexity of the characters and 
their constantly (re-)emerging intricate relations unfold onstage, the naming and charting of each of these 
trajectories seemed outside the scope of this paper. 

Risk, 2018 (Photograph: Ioanna Chatziandreou)
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Modes of existence
Ioanna Portolou’s latest performance with Griffon Dance Company bears the clear-cut and some-
what provocative title Risk.4 Right from the start, the program notes leave no ambiguity in its de-
ciphering, clarifying that the title does not correspond to “the physical aspects of the notion, but 
rather to the cost entailed in subjective risk, in conquering or losing what is important to each one”. 
The spectator is, thus, promptly cued to the underlying score of the project, which creates an 
environment of precariousness, where subjectivities are eventually destabilized, only to be re-
negotiated. Hence, while no real hazard threatens the performers’ physical integrity and health,5 
their participation in this – externally orchestrated – “party” is conditional. Complying with the par-
ty’s specific set of rules, the performers assume a certain degree of risk, entering a pre-conceived, 
yet not pre-determined state of precariousness, with unpredictable outcomes.

 Happiness in life presupposes a risk. But do we take the risk in order to be happy? 

 
The performance guide poses the question right from the start, bringing audience attention to 
the many and diverse personal realities that it involves. As noted, risk is subjective and it entails 
a cost: the stakes involved in the endless – and relentless – pursuit of happiness. As an intrinsic 
human force, this pursuit appears to be a lifelong quest. It is a journey towards a final, almost 
mythical state of contentment, gratification and adulthood, which may, however, never come. 
Within this journey, idleness and disassociation mark a set of – however unconscious – choices, 
which are ultimately as defining and formative of its course as the decision for planned action. In 
every choice there is a risk to be assumed. 

Portolou’s “subjective risk” presupposes an understanding of subjectivity as a work in 
progress, rather than as a finite enclosed entity. Similarly, while discussing performativity and 
precarity, Judith Butler (2009) notes: 

We do not make ourselves singlehandedly and neither are we fully determined. We struggle to 
exist and persist within schemes of recognisability.

4 Risk premiered at the Onassis Cultural Center, Athens, from the 15th to the 18th of January 2018. Choreography: 
Ioanna Portolou; Dramaturgy: Ioanna Portolou and the dancers; Dancers: Ioanna Apostolou, Nikoletta Karmiri, Ce-
cile Mikroutsikou, Yiannis Nikolaidis, Ilias Chatzigeorgiou; Music Dramaturgy: Antonis Palaskas; Sets, Costumes: 
Ioanna Tsami; Lighting: Tasos Palaioroutas; Assistant Choreographer: Danae Giannakopoulou; Assistant to the 
Set and Costume Designer: Ifigenia Daountaki; Photographer: Myrto Apostolidou; Video Documentation: Grigoris 
Panopoulos / makeyourownfilms, Aristotelis Papakonstantinou; Translations: Danai Kapranou; Accounting: Geor-
gios Papadopoulos, Christina Geradamou; Legal Counselling: Katerina Chatzianastasiadou; Costume Construction: 
ARGIS; Production Co-ordination, Communication: Giorgos Katsonis; Production Manager: Manolis Sardis / PRO4; 
Assistant Production Manager: Christina Polychroniadou; Produced by: Onassis Cultural Centre, Athens; Subsidized 
by: Hellenic Ministry of Culture and Sports. 

5 Although pushing one’s personal (physical and emotional) limits, with all the risks that this entails, appears as a 
core concept to this project.
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These schemes of recognisability are largely defined by the imperatives of one’s geopolitical, 
social and cultural milieu and are in direct reference with power structures and “hegemonic forces 
that constantly try to dominate, and prevent the creation of subjectivities by binding individuals 
into reproductive mechanisms of subjection, abjection and domination” (Lepecki, 2006, p. 8).6 
As works-in-progress, the constantly re-emerging subjectivities are reproducing these hegemonic 
norms, while constantly negotiating their sovereignty and free agency. 

Within this everlasting process, subjectivities are shaped, performed and (re)negotiated, 
in an ongoing dialogue with personal, political and cultural ontologies, affiliations and aspirations, 
through a non-linear course that resembles what Michel Foucault describes as “technologies of the 
self”.7 A set of operations which

permit individuals to effect by their own means […] a certain number of operations on their own 
bodies and souls, thoughts, conduct and way of being so as to transform themselves in order to 
attain a certain state of happiness (Foucault cited in Lepecki, 2006, p. 8).

In Risk, the performers are asked to take control (and responsibility) of that course (or set of 
operations) and – for a determined, pre-set and non-negotiable time and space – to make these 
operations conscious and visible, performing them for themselves and others. The risk of mak-
ing choices, confessions and claims, stating them in front of a live audience and owning up 
to them (even as momentary “truths”) forces them to further deal with the expectations that 
arise from their claims on happiness, as well as with the motives and effects of their chosen ac-
tions towards (or against) it. In claiming authorship and conscious leadership of this subjective 
course, one is also forced to take responsibility for both its conquests and failures. At the same 
time, locating and re-staging the embodied mechanisms that administrate one’s performativity 
creates an ambivalence that bears the possibility for an overthrow of established power struc-
tures, allowing for the surfacing of alternative modes of existence. As Butler (2009) exemplifies:

There is no reproduction of the social world without the reproduction of the norms that govern 
the intelligibility of the body in space and time. By intelligibility I include readability in social 
space and time and so an implicit relation to others – and to possibilities of marginalization, ab-
jection and exclusion – that is conditioned and mediated by social norms. Such norms are made 
and re-made and sometimes they enter into crisis in their (re)making. They are vectors of power 
and of history.

6 See also Arjun Appadurai on The Politics of Affect. Drawing from the works of Asad (1983) and De Veer (1989), he 
notes that “[…] bodily techniques and affective dispositions often represent just the opposite, namely the inscrip-
tion upon bodily habits of disciplines of self-control and practices of group discipline, often tied up with the 
state and its interests” (Appadurai, 2000, p. 148).

7 See also Marcel Mauss (1973) on the techniques of the body, as well as Pierre Bourdieu (1977) on habitus.
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For a body to be socially “readable”, intelligible and hence accountable, it needs not only to comply 
with the rules that govern the specific socio-cultural (and inherently political) space that it inhabits. It 
also has to performatively reproduce – and thus further empower and confirm – the suggested 
norms. Yet, it is in the act of performative reproduction that ruptures may occur, disrupting or 
even subverting the seemingly predetermined course of action. These unpremeditated ruptures 
bear the potential to question and ultimately overthrow the established power dynamics, by 
opening up new possibilities for performative action, and the emergence of new – so far “un-
readable” – subjectivities. 

On stage the ongoing action dictates the repetitive, incessant reproduction of the imaginary 
self(-ves), until the solidity of the construction cracks. The dancers’ performed selfhoods carved in 
ever-shifting layers and informed by (unarguably political) social and gender conventions, family 
norms, expectations and inner drives, are gradually shaken, revealing hidden possibilities for alterna-
tive action. Hence, the compliant, “good guy” admits his inner need to be seen (“I like to stand out”), 
to act “bad” and to break his normative pattern of behavior and self-evaluation. The “discreet”, 
self-effacing woman (“I am not important”, “I prefer being in the dark”) “steals” the spotlight, as soon 
as she feels she can escape her regulated self. The self-sufficient and solid one (“I have total con-
trol”, “I like to take care of others”), appearing judgmental and often hostile towards the group, con-
fesses weakness, loneliness and a need for belonging (“I want to participate”, “I want to be important 
to others”, “Who will help me?”). Similarly, the ever-energetic, defiant and tireless man (“I am very 
active and enthusiastic”, “I don’t care about other people’s opinion”, “I never stop moving”), confesses 
exhaustion (“At this pace I have no time to think”), solitude (“I always end up alone”) and existential 
agony (“I am afraid I will […] cease to exist”). Finally, the “dynamic” and “confident” woman (“I don’t 
like giving up”, “What I like most about myself is that I don’t care what others are saying”), seeks the 
group’s validation and acceptance (“Am I pretty?” she asks, gun to her head), and support (“I need to 
be able to fail and be accepted for it”), claiming her right to vulnerability.

Modalities of risk
The finalized material of the performance – produced by the performers and directed by the 
choreographer – was a direct outcome of a three-and-a-half-month rehearsal process, which 
held similar conditions: for a five-hour period at a time (five days a week) the dancers were not to 
leave the designated space of action, nor declare “absence” and remove themselves from its pro-
gression, no matter how inconvenient, awkward or strenuous this got. While withdrawal was not 
an option, the dancers were encouraged to voice and perform their inconvenience, annoyance, 
self-doubt, or even hostility towards the group (a gun is there to provide a symbolic outlet to 
those feelings), or towards the project, in a most sincere way. Verbalizing their frustration, as well as 
their moments of epiphany and/or delight and taking performative action, the five members of the 
group are forced to acknowledge their inadequacies, suppressed fears, drives and inclinations and 
actively reflect on them, always aware of – and in constant interaction with – their environment.
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Much like in life, the party goes on, until it is over and whatever transpires during its 
course must be actively addressed and dealt with. Here, contentment, peace and/or happiness 
cannot be achieved by reclusiveness and disassociation. In fact, one’s very presence (and mani-
fested subjectivity) must be claimed and sought after through constant and persistent action, 
while endlessly (re)negotiating one’s performative devices, as well as those of others (both as 
separate agencies and as a collective body with specific dynamics) always in reference to the 
limitations and potentials of the pre-established conditions. Allegorically, the party has its own 
unspoken rules, known, internalized and reproduced by all participants. There is no room for 
self-reflection and doubt, introversion, melancholy or anti-social behavior. The right for partici-
pation comes with definite expectations, allows for specific modes of representation and auto-
matically excludes the misfits. Everyone seems to “instinctively” know these rules and feel the 
pressuring need to conform and reproduce them.

To be a subject requires first compliance with certain norms that govern recognition. Non-compli-
ance calls into question […] the ontological condition of one’s persistence (Butler, 2009).

Risk, 2018 (Photograph: Ioanna Chatziandreou)
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All five dancers strive to be heard (“I am here. Can you hear me?”) and seen (“I love the light”, “I am 
unique”), in order to validate their existence. The need for visibility, social interaction and acceptance 
re-emerges as critical within all “confessions”. In order to authenticate and safeguard their ontolog-
ical condition, the performers sense the urgency to reproduce – and hence preserve – the group’s 
structure and dynamics, assuming whatever role they feel is “appropriate” and/or expected of them. 
The compliant, modest or caring woman, the dynamic, self-motivated man, the “good sport” are all 
acceptable modes of representation and are exercised in both conscious and subconscious levels, 
as embodied techniques of survival. Personal desire and compliance to social expectations appear 
intertwined, so that it is almost impossible to dissect and operate on them without risking both.8 
Hence, when admitting their exhaustion by the incessant performative fitting into the canon – and 
thus shifting the established order – the dancers enter a state of precarity, threatening to their 
persistence. 

Within the more private spheres, where the unraveling of a carefully constructed – and 
safeguarded – self occurs, the tracing and acknowledging of contradictory, suppressed and even 
unrecognized – or misread – facets within the known, composed and socially functional self can 
be deeply disturbing. The decision to locate and renegotiate, within one’s personal mythology, 
such “unwanted” traits bears the risk of disrupting one’s normative self-imaging (and subse-
quently their interaction with the world). The dancers take the risk to embark on that journey and 
fully commit to its course, while the choreographer takes the risk to coordinate, shape and present 
this rather personal and idiosyncratic process as a finished and marketable cultural product.  

Unarguably, all action takes place within a relatively “safe zone”, clearly defined by the 
specific choreographic and socio-cultural conditions that frame the project. Still, as in all moments 
of performance, exposure bears some inherent risks. The privacy of the rehearsal studio is condi-
tional and short-lived, bound to become public. The deconstruction and renegotiation of the social 
self – as micro-managed within the group’s scope – is yet to be exposed to wider criticism, initi-
ating an open-ended discursive terrain, well outside the borders of the performance. Since recog-
nition, “readability” and ultimately acceptance appear as prerequisites for the presentation and 
sustainability of subjectivities in both political and social terms, exposing one’s “technologies of 
the self” risks its (social) presence. As Butler (ibid.) points out, “the way in which we specify our 
modes of existence – what we might call the domain of our performativity – is situated in a sphere 
of relationality, without which there can be no persistence”.

8 “If what I want is only produced in relation to what is wanted from me, or what I have received from another’s 
desire […] I am, in my desire, negotiating what is being wanted of me. […] If we take this perspective, then 
gender performativity does not necessarily presuppose an always active subject, or an incessantly repeating 
body. It establishes a complex convergence of social norms on the somatic psyche and a process of repetition 
that is structured by a complicated interplay of obligation and desire. Indeed a desire that is and is not one’s 
own” (Butler, 2009).
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Modes of performance
Described as an “idiosyncratic performance […] a play created by [Portolou’s] need to make 
a confessional onstage”,9 Risk seems to also have been a personal bet for the choreographer, 
shaped through a long reflective process of experimentation with different forms and modes of 
performance, as well as with the staging of – often suppressed, unrecognized or stigmatized – 
inner drives, aspirations and emotions. Having tackled themes relating to human interaction and 
the negotiation of socio-cultural norms, Risk was the outcome of a conscious decision to revisit 
and further explore a number of recurring concepts, which appealed (both personally and pro-
fessionally) to the choreographer.10 The staging of a “non-performance” in terms of structure 
(non-linear), narration (abstract and open-ended), movement (no display of technical virtuosity), 
music (non-ironic use of popular music, to be performed literally) and space (restricted and yet 
open to the public),11 the performative negotiation of the effects of confinement (in both literal and 
psychological terms),12 of the fissures emerging within interpersonal relations, of the intricate con-
ditions of adulthood, as well as of the debriefing of gender norms and socio-cultural conventions, 
are all ideas that have been played out before, within Portolou’s work,13 and are “confronted” 
anew in Risk.

As a choreographic device, the exploration, discussion and performative (re)interpreta-
tion of the performer’s agency, emerging within a specific choreographic framework in a given 
space and time, has almost become normative in contemporary dance works, both in Europe 
and the US.14 A performative engagement with the discrepancies that occur between the re-

9 See program notes.
10 In a private conversation, Portolou “confessed” that Risk came at a time when she felt ready to take her chances 

in revisiting (and furthering) some ideas, which had been touched upon, but not explored to their full potential 
within previous works.

11 Many of Portolou’s performances with Griffon Dance Company have been held within the company’s studio, dis-
solving the boundaries between the rehearsal space and the theatrical stage. The audience’s proximity to the 
staged action, as well as their non-frontal point of view (i.e. surrounding the stage, as in Viewmaster, in 2010) also 
function along the same lines. While Risk is set in a conventional concert hall, the serving of drinks attempts 
to – at least partially – extend the staged party to the “outside” world. Nicoletta Karmiri’s call for someone to 
dance with is also addressed towards the audience, inviting stage participation, even though the known theatre 
conventions restrain the spectator from entering the stage (at least unless explicitly and persistently asked to 
do so). 

12 See Arizona (2009).
13 Interpersonal relations, power dynamics and social norms, integration and exclusion, social visibility and the ne-

gotiation of alternative modes of presence, are all themes previously visited in works like 4.2.1 (2001), Kennel 
(2002), Solitaire (2006), Tupper (2003), Lapland (2004). The negotiation of gender and the journey towards 
adulthood (Fractal, 2005) and their implications on social – yet intimate – social conventions, such as marriage 
(Flesh, 2008), have also been tackled repeatedly, “resulting” in the triptych Forest (2014), Taboo (2015) and Por-
no (2017), consisting of three duets performed by Cecile Mikroutsikou and Yiannis Nikolaidis, which explored 
different facets of a dual relationship – always in conversation with the wider conventions and (hi)stories that 
both precede and exceed it.

14 With choreographers ranging from Pina Bausch to Bill T. Jones, Jérôme Bel and more.
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alities and imaginings of the self and the world taking an active interest in their – however 
anomalous – course is also a key concept in many postmodern works, which revisit both grand 
narratives and personal histories through a newly formed – and informed by current global af-
fairs – state of sensitivity.15

Furthermore, modes of performance and spectatorship16 and their inherent ties to social and po-
litical structures (i.e. capitalist imperatives) continue to be under scrutiny in both choreograph-
ic and theoretical texts,17 while movement itself, as a key component of dance, has also been 
questioned, demythologized and stripped down to the core. In his seminal work, Exhausting 
Dance (2006), Andre Lepecki reads this intentional exhaustion of (or resistance to) movement 

15 A most recent example is Akram Khan’s farewell work Xenos (2018).
16 The politics of spectacle (from Guy Debord to Yvonne Rainer and beyond) and the power of the gaze (on and off 

the stage) have been key concepts for performance theory and practice, while the exposure and subversion of 
dance and theatre conventions, date even further far back, as early as the 20th century experimentations with 
performance (i.e. Dadaism).

17 To those I include all the in-between hybrid forms of research and presentation, which extend well beyond the 
binary division of theory and practice.

Risk, 2018 (Photograph: Ioanna Chatziandreou)
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as a political act of resistance against the imperatives of modernity and its imperious demand for 
incessant motion. Having theorized and eventually accepted and valued (at least by a certain 
faction of critics and audiences) this stream of choreographies18 in the 1990s and 2000s, move-
ment “resurfaces” liberated from preconceived ideas and assumptions regarding its form, level 
of expertise and indeed its very own existence. 

Indeed, in Risk movement is always present as the ongoing motion begins before the 
auditorium doors open and stops with the end of the show, its intensity directly linked to the dj’s 
choices.19 The sporadic short “intervals” appear as landmarks of a significant confession, and/or a 
subversion of the stage act, accentuating the (temporary) ostracism of the misbehaved one. Still, 
the main condition remains: the dance must go on and, with it, the persistence of the group, 
which ultimately appears more resilient than the private (hi)stories of its members. Seemingly 
situated in the opposing pole of the political ontology of the “annihilation” of movement, Risk is 
still “exhausting dance” in both literal (by not allowing it to cease) and political terms (by denying 
it its commercialization as an art-product showcasing expertise and mastery of technique). There 
is no doubt that a performance is on: professional dancers are moving on stage, costumes, music, 
light and spatial design are employed, all directed towards a ticketed audience. And yet, some-
thing is off: the dancers’ moves, their attitudes and attires refer to clubbing and partying modes 
of performance,20 rather than those of a concert stage. The dance seems “unchoreographed” (or 
“unsophisticated”) and “commercialized”.21 It is a dance that “everyone could do”, and more impor-
tantly one that everyone would want to do, with easy to follow, repetitive moves, many of them 
familiar from musicals, clubs and parties. 

Risk negates expertise in dance technique, but does not share the postmodern engage-
ment with “pedestrian”, non-spectacular, “natural” movement, nor the resistance to motion, as de-
scribed above. Instead, Risk emphasizes movement, while its setup is all about the spectacle: the 
dancers are overworking themselves to put on a show. Reaching the realms of exhibitionism, they 
perform their glam, beautiful, happy, carefree, un-problematised (and un-problematic), overly so-
cial and excessively confident self(-ves). The disco music, the glam clothing and the exhilarated 
party atmosphere underlined by the incessant rhythmic motion of the dancers (conditional to 

18 Lepecki uses as examples works of La Ribot, Jérôme Bel, Bruce Nauman, Xavier Le Roy, Vera Mantero, Trisha 
Brown, Juan Dominguez and William Pope.L.

19 In accordance with the choreographer’s intentions.
20 While popular, club and street dance practices (including music videos) are regularly employed within contempo-

rary dance formats, there are still certain expectations (tied to the conceptualization and evaluation of “high” art) 
regarding the regulation of their use and their “choreographic” renegotiation when presented on a “contemporary 
dance” setting. (See also Dodds, 2011.)

21 Similarly, I use quotation marks here to emphasize my awareness of the problematic use (and regular misuse) of 
these terms when describing a dance. Nonetheless, I need to draw attention to certain expectations that arise 
when dealing with a “contemporary dance performance”, which still (after years of intensive theorization and 
presentation of alternative performative practices) do not consort with the club aesthetics and movement vo-
cabulary employed in Risk.
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partying) would account for a “mainstream” euphoric experience, if it weren’t for the compulsory 
nature of the project: at the performance, as in the rehearsals that preceded it, the dancers are 
forced to party. And therefore “forced” to enjoy dance, to “feel excited”, to be happy, sociable, 
desired and pleasing. It is this condition, visible and known to the spectator, that shifts the whole 
dynamics of the show. 

 

Conclusion
Returning to the discourse on modernity, Harvie Ferguson (2000, p.5) examines modernity, as “a 
new form of subjectivity”, with movement hailed as its “permanent emblem”. As such, modernity 
“subjectivizes by interpellating bodies to a constant display of motion, to the ontological ag-
itation” (Lepecki 2006, p. 9). Similarly, Homi Bhabha (2004, p. 344) questions modernity’s 
ethics of “the constant reconstruction and reinvention of the self […]”22 focusing on “political 
situations of  ‘unfreedom’ – in the colonial and postcolonial margins of modernity”. Ferguson 

22 Here Bhabha references Mladan Dolar, The Legacy of the Enlightenment: Foucault and Lacan (unpublished 
manuscript).

Risk, 2018 (Photograph: Ioanna Chatziandreou)
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(2000, p. 38) further assigns “individuation” as the key feature of “modern embodiment”, re-
marking the “identification of the body with the person as unique individual and, therefore, as 
the bearer of values and legally enforced rights”. 

Since those subjectivities that are recognized (and legislated) as modern appear as 
bearers of “legally enforced rights”, the question returns to the status of those “other” subjectivi-
ties, living – or attempting to live – “on the far side of established modes of intelligibility” (Butler, 
2009). Those that fall into the realms of the “pre-modern” (or primordial) and “anti-modern”23 are 
deemed excessive or threatening to the established sociopolitical order and hence ignored and/or 
punished, as invisible and/or unaccountable. As Butler (ibid.) notes, living in precarity (that is with-
in a non-recognized, non-legislated state of limbo), is potentially threatening to one’s existence. 

By intentionally recreating and staging a performative state of precarity, Portolou draws 
attention to those “unrecognized” bodies and modes of being, which struggle to persist outside 
the assigned area of propriety and normalization. While group dynamics seem to prevail, with the 
performers rejoining the set action even after their moments of epiphany, collapse and/or revolt, 
these disruptions of “normality” function as a precedent, paving the way for future action. The 
performers take initiative in claiming space for their “illegitimate” selves and by acting they lay 
claim to power. 

Drawing from Hannah Arendt, Butler focuses on freedom as “coming into being through 
its exercise, rather than as a potential that waits to be exercised”, concluding that exercising one’s 
rights performatively is the only way to both claim and ensure them (Butler, 2009). In Risk, the 
dancers are given the opportunity to exercise their rights to freedom, explore, compose and 
expose their alternative, non-canonized subjectivities. But to exert and exploit this opportunity 
they have to resort to performative action and persist in their selected course, owning up to its 
volatile effects and acknowledging the risks and potentials of this exercise.

While framed by the specific conditions of a dance performance,24 Risk attempts to 
make these conditions evident, while also pushing their boundaries, in order to expose and draw 
attention to the more subtle, internalized – and therefore resilient to change – terms of perfor-
mance, coined by Butler as performative. Discussing Louis Althusser’s notion of interpellation 
within dance and performance contexts, Mark Franko (2002, p. 60) proposes that “dance and per-
formance could also ‘call’ audiences to subject positions”. As the dancers diagnose and reproduce 
onstage some of their performative mechanisms – questioning both their discursive terrains and 

23 See also see Appadurai (2000) and Mamdani (2004).
24 As a choreographic project leading to a public performance, Risk falls into specific terms of production: subsidies 

have been ensured (the work was produced by the Onassis Cultural Centre and subsidized by the Hellenic 
Ministry of Culture and Sports), a professional team has been assembled (dancers, music, lighting and costume 
designers have been hired), while the site of the performance bears its own structures and norms (from time and 
space design to ticketing and standardized spectatorship modes), with media advertisement, press releases and 
even program notes creating a specific set up for the performance. 
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their efficacy – they actually stage a second show within the show, which undermines its very 
own terms of existence. By destabilizing the theatrical experience Risk creates an ambiguous 
space, where the emergence of uncertain, fluid and yet deeply relational bodies hints towards 
the possibility for alternate modes of existence and commonality claiming visibility, account-
ability and power, both on and beyond the stage.
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MARIANNA KAVALLIERATOS: AN INTERVIEW

NINA ALCALAY

Marianna Kavallieratos is one of the most prominent Greek dance practitioners. A dancer and 
choreographer, she has collaborated with Robert Wilson since 1992 and is keeping a strong pres-
ence at the Watermill Center on Long Island while tracing and consolidating her own artistic 
voice. At ease with the blurring of genres and boundaries, Marianna feels equally challenged 
when performing in ruined Greek factories or in established theaters and prestigious founda-
tions in Greece or abroad. 

Marianna Kavallieratos portrait (Photograph: Lovis Dengler)
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While rigorous structure, theatricality and minimalism go hand in hand in her works, an 
inherent and well-contained passion is always present, and it was in her last work they that this 
antithesis was particularly stressed. In the duet, two male dancers in long black dresses confront 
and cope with togetherness and separation, sometimes meticulously delineating their path side by 
side, other times taking their own way. Emotionally reserved in the beginning, they become overtly 
passionate as the work unfolds, allowing themselves to take up roles and actions which blur the 
distinct lines between the sexes. In the work’s introductory note Kavallieratos writes that our 
biological gender is not necessarily linked to our social gender and that gender might not be 
connected to our sex preferences but to the way we conceive our identity.

The work comes in a critical moment in Greek society. Greece’s leftwing government has 
just passed legislation enabling citizens to determine their gender identity amid fierce condemna-
tion from the Orthodox Church. The relevant law, which generated social and political divisions, will 
allow individuals to affirm their desired gender and requires neither psychiatric diagnosis nor 
medical intervention to determine gender recognition.

Choros Journal: The introductory note of your work they seems to follow the fierce and ongoing 
discourse on gender and gender politics. Was that the inspiration for your last work? 

M. K.: Yes it was. I feel it is a crucial matter nowadays, globally but also in Greece. But it is also 
something that has interested me since a very young age; not so much for my personal sexual 
identity, but as part of what is considered “normal” or “healthy” in society. This connects with ap-
pearances and metamorphoses, as part of the exterior image that also forms our identity. The social 
acceptance and freedom of choices, concerning not only sexual preferences, but the deeper 
meaning of personal identity, in any democratic society, that this acceptance is a political right, 
and not just a trend of diversity.

Choros Journal: Are you suggesting then that societies in general are not yet ready to accept 
more than two gender identities and that lawmakers follow an elitist diversity trend?

M. K.: As progressive as our Western society may seem, it is deeply conservative and leading 
itself to social and political extremes (neo-Nazis, poverty etc.). Therefore, it is not yet ready to 
accept or embrace this kind of diversities and freedoms.

Choros Journal: Would you agree with Judith Butler’s performativity theory, according to which 
“gender is essentially a performative repetition of acts associated with the male or female”, and 
her determination to break the supposed links between sex and gender so that gender and de-
sire can be “flexible, free-floating and not caused by other stable factors”?

M. K.: I do agree with the performative act of genders. It is a game of roles. In the piece I used the 
fact of power and enforcement, of each character, which is a social way of “ruling” and winning in 
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the sexual game; but also a tool of self-defense towards social normality. We built a relationship 
of changing roles, playing with each other’s characteristics in real life. We also played with di-
verse qualities, of tenderness and violence, silence and noise, fast and slow, that would in a 
non-narrative way enforce this idea of the gender game.

Choros Journal: What was the greatest challenge during the creation of the piece and what was 
exactly the contribution of your two extraordinary dancers, Alexandros Vardaxoglou and Alexis 
Fousekis?

M. K.: They are both, indeed, very strong dancers physically, and very interesting performers. 
I had to work with both of them, in their performance, to be involved in the piece, but also be 
distant, neutral. For me the most difficult thing in a creation is to be emotional but express no 
emotion; to move the audience with my emotions without expressing them. I structured the 
dance for them and with them. I followed their personalities, and this was also challenging: not 
to get carried away and mislead the piece into a personal relationship.

they, 2018 (Photograph: Efi Gousi)
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Choros Journal: Your 2016 piece Skin was an 8-hour performance at the Benaki Museum, Ath-
ens, as part of AS ONE NEON + MAI (Marina Abramovic Institute). During these 8 hours, choos-
ing from a pile of clothes you kept dressing and undressing, constantly adopting completely 
different personalities. Was that a comment on clothes as a tool of social regulation, a way of 
constructing distinct identities?

M. K.: Absolutely. Our exterior image is totally connected with how we act in life. In the perfor-
mance I also used the clothes to change the shape of my body, highlighting the stereotypes of 
the looks. We all wear “uniforms” according to our job, our religion, our social, educational or eco-
nomic status. We all wear armors – whether one is a fashion victim or a casually dressed person, a 
punk rocker or a man in a black suit and tie, a sexy provocative woman or a schoolgirl… These are 
all ways of protection from society. One’s exterior image also indicates one’s philosophical or 
political beliefs. 

Skin performance, 2016 (Photograph: Natalia Tsoukala)
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Choros Journal: Could you tell us a few things about the 2017 In Process at the Watermill Cen-
ter? You collaborated with the British musician and composer Dom Bouffard. 

M. K.: We tried to explore the broader sense and meaning of death. We tried to study the cele-
brative side of death and farewell of the deceased in several cultures in contrast to the Western 
civilization’s mourning, and the heavy and almost cold and distant approach of the funeral cere-
monies. Death as a passage to the unknown…better or worse… We tried to find the colorful side 
of it, see it as a journey, but mostly we tried to overcome our own personal fears of death. With 
Dom Bouffard we have worked together since 2012. We always start a new project through con-
versation and through what we call “themes”. I never tell him what to compose, we start from “at-
mospheres” and “moods” according to the theme, and we work very close together on the move-
ment and the sound. DEATH is a work in progress, not a finished piece; it was presented in New 
York, at the Center for Performance Research, as a kind of collage of ideas on death, composed 
together for the event. It is a result of our goal to both let it digest in our minds and to try to work 
on the next step of it, in another residency, so that it can become a complete work. As the content 
of death is so vast, so deep and so fearful, it was received by the audience from very different an-
gles. The reactions and the interpretations of each “scene” in many different ways, from different 
people, were quite interesting.

Choros Journal: Would you give us a hint for your next project entitled Bastet, which will be 
part of the Summer Nostos Festival in June 2018 in Athens, organized and funded by the Stav-
ros Niarchos Foundation Cultural Center (SNFCC)?

M. K.: Bastet is a work dedicated to women. I will work with six female dancers, and try to explore 
the strong feminine side of each woman’s personality, and the lost sensuality that the female 
body radiates; but also the power of a different quality, of a more physical dynamic, only seen 
in female dancers. I would like to do research on traditional female movements and dances, in 
Greece and other countries. 

Choros Journal: In your TEDx talk hosted at Panteion University in Athens you urged your audi-
ence to reflect on “Why we don’t dance anymore”. What are your own thoughts on this?

M. K.: This comes very close to the previous question about my new project. Our bodies have be-
come a result of our social behavior, in relation to space: the spaces we live in, the spaces we work 
in, and the spaces we go to for social entertainment. Physical decompression is only possible 
in restricted and closed-up spaces (gyms, night clubs etc.), which are usually overcrowded. We 
spend most of our daily time in transportation vehicles, on wheels. We rarely walk or move with-
in our working space. This leaves us very little space and time for personal connection and real 
communication. Past generations used Greek festivals and fairs (each one related to a saint’s 
day) to get together and connect with each other, through dance and singing. Dancing was a way 
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for the young to meet their mates. Dancing as a non-criticized form of communication.

Choros Journal: Thank you for your time, and all the best for your future works.

M. K.: Thank you for making me always question myself.
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JACKY LANSLEY (2017) Choreographies: Tracing the Materials of an Ephemeral Art 
Form. Bristol, UK, and Chicago, USA: Intellect. 256 pp. ISBN 978-1783207664. 
Paperback. £28.50.

Dance, as an art that disappears, presents a great challenge for its survival, and “writing” may 
provide one of the possible ways for it to remain. “Writing” through words, symbols and imag-
es is the way that the independent choreographer Jacky Lansley has chosen to document her 
artistic oeuvre in the book Choreographies: Tracing the Materials of an Ephemeral Art Form. In 
this book, Lansley wishes to define choreography in order to provide a better understanding 
of its multiple manifestations. She intends to expose the “hidden elements” that underpin the 
choreographic process and to explore the influences and processes that lead to the making of 
choreography; to shed light on the preparation needed for the choreographic material to emerge 
and the way the choreographic making begins. She answers these questions by reflecting on her 
own practice and choreographic process, and on how it has changed over the years – specifical-
ly from 1972 to 2017 – under the influence of the cultural and social climate in flux. 

For those unfamiliar with Lansley’s work, apart from her renowned career as a member 
of the Royal Ballet Company and as an independent choreographer, she is the director of one of the 
most vibrant research spaces in London, the Dance Research Studio. Currently, she is the director 
of the recent interdisciplinary and intergenerational project About Us (2018), which is on tour 
in the UK. Previously, she was the co-founder (with Sally Potter) of Limited Dance Company 
(1974), a dance company that used “very ‘limited’ dance”. Another important highlight in her 
career is her involvement with the seminal X6 Dance Space, an independent studio where a 
group of British dance artists, comprising Mary Prestidge, Maedée Duprès, Emilyn Claid and Fer-
gus Early, found a refuge for experimental choreography. During the 70s, the New Dance move-
ment, which emerged from X6 Dance, was concerned with placing dance within a wider social 
and cross-disciplinary context. Engagement with community, education and somatic training 
were the main interests of the New Dance movement, which has been fundamental for the 
development of today’s British dance scene. 

At the beginning of her book (titled “Inward”), Lansley states that “[a]bove all I would like 
this book to be read as a form of choreography which is close to artistic and body impulses” (p. 
3). Indeed, her book is a collection of artistic materials in the form of Lansley’s reflections, notes 
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and choreographic scores fused with reports, reviews, discussions, photographs and drawings. More 
specifically, chapters 1 and 2 discuss her early works, especially the ones placed in museums and 
galleries. Dance objects, which might recall Forsythe’s choreographic objects,1 are the additional 
focus of chapter 2. However, dance objects, different from choreographic objects, which resem-
ble dance scores, are fragments of movements that, not unlike portable and tangible objects, can 
be recomposed in any order. In this sense, dance objects are closer to Cunningham’s Dance Events 
which are fragments “dissected from already existing works and then spliced together into new 
combinations” (Copeland, 2004, p. 171) through chance procedures. What is very particular about 
the analysis of dance objects is the connection with “The Choreographic Exchange”, a model 
invented by Lansley for examining the artistic interchanges that appear among the contributors 
during the choreographic process. As she proposes, choreographic exchange occurs when the 
collaborators can treat the dance material as a portable object that can be moved, positioned or 
transposed, and thus be transformed collectively. Chapter 3 continues to discuss works that span 
the period from 1980 to 1990, particularly reconstructions of classical works (I, Giselle, 1980; Les 
Diables, 1998–1999), and chapters 4–8 reflect on choreographic processes that have emerged 
both from a stable studio space (Holding Space, 2004) and a site-specific enquiry (View from the 
Shore, 2007; Standing Stones, 2008). The book’s style is dialectical as it includes conversa-
tions among Lansley’s collaborators, such as Diana Davies and Sally Potter, and very detailed 
and informative footnotes provide an additional historical, social and political context for her 
work.
 In chapters 4, 6 and 8 Lansley uses a form that is called “Writing Choreography”. As 
she claims, she first introduced the term “writing dance” as part of the New Dance Magazine 
(1977–1988) in order to argue for the need of analysing and discussing dance, especially the 
kind of dance associated with the New Dance movement. “Writing Choreography”, as an exten-
sion of “writing dance”, is used “to visually materialise the live event”, to trace what remains 
from a choreographic oeuvre that is ephemeral by nature, and “to enable the reader to ‘watch’ 
the performers and get closer to the live work and the choreographic process” (p. 3). Both “writ-
ing dance” and “writing choreography” are further expanded by her view of choreographer as 
author, a concept greatly aligned to the European concept of danse d’auteur2 or danza d’au-
tore.3 Although both danse d’auteur and danza d’autore remain confined to the language 
of dance and they deal less with the theorising of movement, they all support the view of an 

1 A choreographic object, as a score, is “an alternative site for the understanding of potential instigation and or-
ganisation of action to reside” (online).

2 Danse d’auteur in French or danza d’autore in Italian (authorial dance). In France danse d’auteur follows André 
Bazin’s (1957) theorising of cinema d’auteur: “the author in film, as in dance, is first of all the author of a speech 
act which gives a point of view on the world, and, in this respect, is not interested in the very instrumentation 
which might constitute the actual material of a language” (Gore, Louppe and Piollet, 2000, p. 39).

3 Danza d’autore “stresses the unique imprint conferred on the dance by its author (or autore)” (Poesio, 2000, 
p. 106). 
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authorial voice expressed by / assigned to the choreographer.4

Based on notes, dance scores, descriptions, reviews and images, the form of the book 
made me wonder what the essence of “writing choreography” is. Considering the dispropor-
tional balance between reflection and description or reviews, I am wondering whether “writing 
choreography” could only be an account of an artist’s oeuvre and whether reflective writing as 
“movement in thought” (Bolt, 2007, p. 33) could find its place in this concept. Although both 
describing and reflecting on a process are equally important, I very much enjoyed the reflective 
tone of the short introductions of every chapter. However, as a reader, I wanted to learn more 
about this kind of writing that represents Lansley’s voice at this particular moment of her life, 
when she is able to criticise and theorise her works through the lens of today. Although reviews 
and photos by collaborators and interviews with others create a valuable insight into Lansley’s 
choreographic process, I was eager to hear more her authorial and independent voice that de-
rives from her long-standing experience as a freelance choreographer. 

Throughout the book, there is a consistent preoccupation of the author with what cho-
reography is and what dance is. This preoccupation is evidenced in the chapter “Other Voices” (p. 
133), which includes transcribed interviews with Rosemary Lee, Tony Thatcher, Matthew Haw-
kins and Miranda Tufnell. All the interviews begin with the question, “What is choreography?”, 
and they are concerned with where to place experimental choreographic work. Although I am 
wondering why it is important to place experimental choreography into a specific field, Lansley 
throughout her career has been concerned with where her choreographic product could fit. This is 
a question that reflects the effect of economic realities, the aesthetic concerns and the political 
climate from which her work arose. She positions choreography into an interdisciplinary field 
located between “painting, sculpture and performance” and influenced by “artistic, conceptu-
al and theatrical strategies” (p. 6). Eminent throughout the book is the author’s insistence that 
choreography is far from placing and connecting dance steps one after another. Choreography 
is a deeply hybrid practice, an interdisciplinary practice between movement and visual arts. 

Considering that there is not so much available video documentation from her earlier 
works, the book is a valuable source for getting familiar with the spirit of an era that has in-
fluenced the current dance scene of Britain towards somatic training, site-specific work, in-
terdisciplinarity and social engagement. Above all, this book is a self-generated archive of 
choreographic processes that has an incredible value for anyone interested in choreography 
as an interdisciplinary and independent practice. Questioning the limits of choreography is 
as relevant as it was back in the 1970s, and demystifying choreographic processes is always 
a fascinating revelation. Choreographies: Tracing the Materials of an Ephemeral Art Form is a 

4 The need of authorial choreographic voices could be understood with ease when examining the choreographic 
labour in relation to the performing arts industry. As Lansley claims, in several commercial productions, the 
input of the choreographer remains obscured while it is fundamental.
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sort of biographical story where choreographic inquiry merges with narrations about the strug-
gle for establishment (owning a space), recognition, and balancing the versatile profile of a 
choreographer, defined by Lansley as “an author, some kind of dance and movement expert, re-
searcher, possibly a teacher, dancer, director, devisor, manager, producer and often a film-maker” 
(pp. 153–154). Given that the book examines choreography as a cross-disciplinary practice be-
tween dance and visual arts, it is relevant to anyone interested in how to make choreographies; 
students, teachers, artists, and historians alike. (Personally, as a choreographer who thinks that 
she cannot fit in conventional theatrical spaces, I became very attached to Lansley’s writing 
and was encouraged to continue my interdisciplinary practice).
            

       ARIADNE MIKOU   
                                                          DANCE ARTIST AND SCHOLAR
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The book The Practice of Dramaturgy: Working on Actions in Performance is the result of a re-
search project entitled “Dramaturgy at Work”, which took place from 2013 to 2015 in different 
cities across Europe, bringing together artists and scholars.1 Initiated by Konstantina Georgelou, 
Efrosini Protopapa and Danae Theodoridou, co-authors and editors of the volume, the project’s 
point of departure was the question, “Why dramaturgy today?”, aiming to open up a reflection on 
the role and function of dramaturgy. The overall organization of the book is informed to a great 
extent by the dynamic of the research process that preceded it, meaning that what the authors 
propose has been elaborated on a working mode of questioning rather than affirming, and this 
working mode was collective and thus exposed to different individual activations. 
 Essential to the authors’ approach of dramaturgy are three interconnected suggestions 
that seem to stretch the ways one might relate to this notion and the different realities it conveys. 
The first one invites to approach dramaturgy as a practice that does not necessarily coincide with 
the work of the dramaturge, but rather constitutes a shared activity among the collaborators 
involved in a working process (pp. 16–17). The second one proposes to think of dramaturgy as 
a process “that unfolds within a work’s making” (pp. 17–19) and is precisely referring to this 
unfolding of the work moving it forward, rather than to a process of “performance analysis” 
or “coherence-making” that would optimize the work. The third one proposes to consider dra-
maturgy as a “singular term” (pp. 14–16). This last point seems to be of crucial importance as it 
helps to counterbalance what one might feel today as a complete relativisation of the notion of 
dramaturgy – the possible responses to “what dramaturgy is” seem to be as many as the multi-
ple and diverse practices that are to be found in the heterogeneous landscape of the performing 
arts today, as the authors note. This relativisation may slow down or even completely suspend 
any attempt to reflect upon this notion. Approaching dramaturgy as a “singular term” does not 
mean here to reduce it to a single definition or even to look for a definition; it rather means to 
attempt to address this notion in a direct way that will help to expose and intensify its singularity 
as a process which is common to all artistic work.

1 For a detailed presentation of the project, see: https://dramaturgyatwork.wordpress.com/ 
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 Departing from these suggestions, the authors also propose a reconceptualization of 
dramaturgy by returning back to its etymology for recovering the notions of “action” (drama) 
and “work” (ergon); by doing so, they activate a dual operation already contained in dramaturgy: 
how actions work and how one works on actions (p. 20). The simple fact of explicitly formulat-
ing these two operations seems to already accelerate the potential the word “dramaturgy” can 
produce within one’s own practice in terms of reflection. If the first operation – how actions work 
– directs the attention towards the “activity” that takes place during a working process, the second 
one – how one works on actions – shifts the attention towards the subject, the way one activates 
oneself within the specificity of a process, or the way one acts. The authors consider both oper-
ations, but insist more on the second one; this accelerates throughout the book a reflection on 
one’s own ways of engaging in a process (even the process of reading the book). Working within 
this framework, the authors propose three principles in relation to dramaturgy that may inform 
its practice: mobilizing questions, alienating and commoning.      
 The first part of the book, co-authored by Georgelou, Protopapa and Theodoridou, un-
folds these three principles that arose, as they note, from critical reflection on the workshops 
and roundtable discussions within the context of the project “Dramaturgy at Work”. The authors 
present them with what seems to be a dual attention. On the one hand, they describe specific 
practices they proposed during the project and share their observation of them, rendering 
more concrete for the reader the operations that informed the formulation of these principles. 
On the other hand, they situate them within the critical discourse on dramaturgy, drawing on it 
or revisiting some of its points that seem to have become too evident, and this way of proceed-
ing offers the reader who might not be necessarily familiar with dramaturgy an access to its 
distinct discursive field.   
 I would mostly like to insist here on the mode in which these principles are introduced 
by the authors, which informs on, I think in a substantial way, what makes the quality of this book. 
These principles are not proposed as “tools” or a specific type of “dramaturgical methodology” but 
rather “as general principles that convey a certain approach to dramaturgical practice, a way 
of doing dramaturgy that has a specific force to it” – what they call a “quality of setting into 
motion” (p. 66). This setting-into-motion quality is already at work, while reading the book, in 
the way the authors unfold these principles progressively, without reducing them into the 
function of a definition, but being attentive to preserving their suggestive force. Or, put dif-
ferently, these principles are not proposed in a prescriptive way, but rather they function as 
invitations to the reader to reflect upon one’s own practice. By introducing them in such a way, 
the authors open up a space, both for the reader and for these principles, that seems to preserve 
the potential of their activations, meaning the prospective ways one might choose to respond or 
to relate to them, or to bring them into one’s own practice. Throughout the book it becomes clear 
that these principles refer to an overall attitude that informs one’s singular activation within 
the specificity of a collective working process. They are thus proposed as working modes – 
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mobilizing questions, alienating, commoning – that can generate tools, practices and actions 
and “they can only be fully shaped at the moment when dramaturgy enters a specific process” 
(p. 66). 
 I will not attempt to summarize them here risking to oversimplify what the authors un-
fold in a carefully structured way, except to say that: all three of them refer essentially to modes 
of engaging one’s attention within the specificity of a working process; and all three of them 
are introduced by the authors in such a way that they invite to what I could describe as a shift of 
attention. In the principle of mobilizing questions the emphasis is not to be placed on the ques-
tions one formulates during a process (maybe the most common representation of dramaturgy: 
that one should ask the efficient questions leading to the right answers and thus to an optimi-
zation of the work) but on the operation of mobilizing them, the way one operates in questions 
or activates oneself in a state of questioning, what the authors call a “state of questioning as an 
attitude” (p. 43). The principle of alienating invites to a shift of attention from one’s linear rela-
tion to a working process – what one intends to do and projects to the work, which is inevitably 
informed by knowledge that gathers experientially and often turns into patterns – towards 
what the work is already doing and producing as potential. As the authors note: “Estranging 
one’s self from one’s own norms can help them remove the preconceived, established clichés 
that overflow a work even before it starts – clichés that relate to the way we think about what 
should be done, how, when, and with what outcome” (p. 50). The principle of commoning informs 
a mode of attention that monitors closely the distribution of individual activations within a col-
lective process taking care of what the authors call “plurality at work” (p. 55) as a differential 
process that makes possible the search and production of “commons” between many. This 
last point informs a conception of dramaturgy as “an attentive engagement that is distribut-
ed among everyone involved in a process” (p. 59). These shifts of attention may operate as 
“catalysts” within a process, a term introduced by the authors to describe the way the three 
principles they propose function: “like catalysts, they transform and develop a process without 
necessarily controlling it”; this idea of the three principles operating as “catalysts”, i.e. as ele-
ments that may trigger a series of activations within a process without controlling its outcome, 
is unfolded in a very concrete way in the first part of the book.          
 The second part of the book opens up to include twelve contributions by guest authors 
coming from distinct backgrounds and research areas – performance and theatre making, cho-
reography, performance theory and research, visual arts, dramaturgy – who have participated 
at one point or another in the project “Dramaturgy at Work”. The texts are organized by the 
editors under four headings: “Dramaturgy as Conversation”, “Queering Dramaturgy”, “Dramatur-
gy or Not: Shaking the Grounds” and “Out of this World: Rescaling Dramaturgy”. This organization 
does not intend to define specific directions in a strictly exclusive way, but rather to suggest what 
one could describe as four dynamic terrains where the practice of dramaturgy seems to produce 
accelerations. Reading these texts one gets a concrete idea of the questions dramaturgy sets 
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in motion today for those practicing it, or relating to it in any kind of way within their distinct 
fields of activity, identifying as dramaturges or not. Each text could be seen as proposing both 
a reflection on dramaturgy and a singular practicing of dramaturgy, unfolding each author’s 
elaboration of what the editors often refer to in the book as dramaturgical thinking. In other 
words, these texts could be seen as twelve manifestations of dramaturgy at work, each one op-
erating in its own singular mode and agency, and each one proposing a situated response to the 
initial question at the origin of this book and the research project it comes from: Why dramaturgy 
today?  
 When thought of as dramaturgical processes in themselves, one of the most inter-
esting functions of these texts has to do with the way they render each author’s activation 
transparent. So, apart from proposing a multiplicity of perspectives on dramaturgy, these texts 
expose multiple operations of putting oneself at work, i.e. activating oneself within a process 
while being, at the same time, activated by the specificity of that very process. By doing so, the 
texts offer the reader a dynamic access to the way the authors who participated in the project 
“Dramaturgy at Work” acted within its framework and were acted upon by it. And the experience 
of reading these texts even gives the desire to have access to a kind of raw documentation of 
the project that would allow a first-degree observation of its own “dramaturgy” – the overall proj-
ect’s dramaturgy understood here as this dual operation proposed by the editors: the working of 
actions and the working on actions. 
 The concluding part of the book, entitled “In Conversation”, takes the form of a dia-
logue between the editors. By posing questions and discussion points to one another, they 
look back on the experience of the elaboration of the book, seeking also, as they note, to fore-
ground and unpack the dynamics, differences and antagonisms between them. This conversa-
tion could be seen in itself as an instance of practicing dramaturgy. The experience of reading 
it becomes even more interesting as the form of the dialogue exposes directly the workings of 
each author’s singular activation. These activations produce a dramaturgical thinking unfolding 
almost in real time where the reader might detect at work the three principles proposed in the 
book: mobilizing questions, alienating, commoning. 

            
             MYRTO KATSIKI

                PARIS 8 UNIVERSITY, DANCE DEPARTMENT
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self-described anti-racist cultural worker utilizing dance as her medium, she is a freelance writer, 
consultant, performer, lecturer, and Professor Emerita of Dance Studies at Temple University. 
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Myrto Katsiki is a dance researcher and dancer based in Paris. She studied Dance at the State 
School of Dance, Athens, and holds an MA in Dance Studies from the Dance Department, Paris 
8 University. She is currently completing a PhD on the notion of the neutral in dance, entitled 
Activations of the Neutral: Yvonne Rainer, Deborah Hay, Laurent Pichaud, Merce Cunningham 
(Paris 8 University, supported by the Onassis Foundation). She teaches at the Dance Depart-
ment, Paris 8 University, and within the framework of exerce MA in Choreography Program at 
the ICI – Centre chorégraphique national of Montpellier. Her most recent publications include 
an article on Deborah Hay’s scores (in Partition(s), La Manufacture, Les presses du réel, 2016) 
and the afterword in the French translation of Deborah Hay’s My body, the buddhist (Mon corps, 
ce bouddhiste, La Manufacture, Les presses du réel, 2017). She is currently working as a dancer 
with DD Dorvillier, with whom she is also conducting a long-term research project on Dorvillier’s 
A catalogue of steps (supported by the Centre national de la danse, Paris and La Manufacture – 
Haute école des arts de la scène, Lausanne). 

Efva Lilja is an artist, Professor of Choreography and Artistic Director of Dansehallerne in Copen-
hagen. She served as Vice-Chancellor of DOCH, the University of Dance and Circus in Stockholm 
(2006–2013). As an artist and activist, she works with choreography in the form of dance, im-
agery, film and writing. “Choreographed events challenge and offer new visions for the creation 
of a reality where political activities and everyday action can be questioned and reformulat-
ed.” Her award-winning works have been presented in more than 35 countries, often seen as 
controversial and trailblazing. Efva Lilja is a popular lecturer and has published 11 books. She has 
an active role in the development of artistic education and artistic research, nationally and inter-
nationally, as a member of various international bodies and for a period as an expert adviser to the 
Swedish government. 

Nando Messias’s work straddles performance art, dance and theatre. His performances combine 
beautiful images with a fierce critique of gender, visibility and violence. He has performed at pres-
tigious venues such as Hayward Gallery, V&A, Tate Tanks, Roundhouse, Royal Vauxhall Tavern, Tate 
Britain and ICA, among other spaces across the UK. He has also worked extensively on the inter-
national circuit. As well as a practitioner, Nando is movement director for Theo Adams Compa-
ny and an academic of Queer Theory and Performance. Nando’s Sissy series concluded with a 
one-off performance of Death and the Sissy at Toynbee Studios in November 2017. The series 
comprises a decade of work, including Sissy! (2009), The Sissy’s Progress (2015) and Shoot the 
Sissy (2016). The last two have toured nationally, including prestigious LGBTQ festivals across the 
UK, to much acclaim and Press interest. Nando’s solo work has been curated by the Live Art De-
velopment Agency as part of the programme Just Like a Woman, shown in the City of Women 
Festival (2013), New York and London (2015). His publications include “Sissy that Walk: The 
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Sissy’s Progress” in A. Campbell and S. Farrier (eds) Queer Dramaturgies (Palgrave Macmillan, 
2016), and “visibility: Performance and Activism”, in Bryon, E. (ed.) Performing Interdisciplinarity 
(Routledge, 2018).

Ariadne Mikou is an interdisciplinary artist-researcher, performer and emergent dance scholar 
interested in experimental practices across dance, architecture, visual arts and media. Her works 
have been presented in several countries and diverse contexts, and she has also performed inter-
nationally. She has taught as Visiting Lecturer in such institutions as the University of Roehampton 
(UK) and the Trinity Laban Conservatoire of Music and Dance (UK). In 2011 she co-founded the fu-
turemellon/not yet art collective, and currently she is co-curator of [SET. me free] Dance & Move-
ment on Screen. She earned her MFA in Dance from the Ohio State University (USA), supported by 
the State Scholarship Foundation of Greece (IKY), and a Diploma in Architecture from the Aristotle 
University of Thessaloniki. In the spring of 2018, she received her PhD in Choreographic Research 
from the University of Roehampton (UK), which was fully funded by a university scholarship. Her 
articles have been published in peer-reviewed journals and she has contributed to the book: E. 
Meehan and H. Blades (eds), Performing Process: Sharing Dance and Choreographic Practice 
(Intellect, 2017).

Betina Panagiotara is a dance researcher and journalist living in Greece. In 2018 she was 
awarded her PhD at the University of Roehampton, looking at the contemporary dance scene 
in Greece amidst the sociopolitical crisis, focusing on emerging artistic practices. Her research 
was supported by the Onassis Public Benefit Foundation. She holds a BA in Media, Culture and 
Communication and an MA in Dance Histories, Cultures and Practices. She teaches Dance History. 
She has worked at the Kalamata International Dance Festival and Animasyros Animation Festival, 
while she also works with artists in research, dramaturgy and production. Her interests are in 
dramaturgy, dance history, politics, and animation in performance. She has participated in inter-
national conferences, published articles in scientific journals, and contributed to the book: K. 
Georgelou, E. Protopapa, D. Theodoridou (eds), The Practice of Dramaturgy: Working on Actions 
in Performance (Valiz, 2017). 

Ioanna Tzartzani holds an honours degree in Sociology from Panteion University, Athens, 
Greece, and a degree in Dance Teaching (Ballet and Contemporary Dance) from the Greek Min-
istry of Culture. She has been awarded an MA in Dance Studies from the University of Surrey, UK, 
where she also completed her PhD thesis, titled: Interplays of Ethnicity, Nationalism and Global-
isation within the Greek Contemporary Dance Scene: Choreographic Choices and Constructions 
of National Identity. She has taught Dance Research Methodologies, Somatics, Dance History and 
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Critical Theory at the Department of Theatrical Studies, University of the Peloponnese, at AKMI 
College, and at Despoina Gregoriadou’s Professional Dance School. She has been a member of 
the editorial board of Χορός plus magazine and has written dance reviews for the Athens News 
journal. Ioanna is a qualified Body Control Pilates and Aerial Yoga instructor and has been teach-
ing in Athens since 2004. She is currently lecturing at the University of the Peloponnese and at 
Choros Professional Dance School.
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